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Abstract:We study the phenomenological implications of a large degree of compositeness
for the light generation quarks in composite pseudo-Nambu-Goldstone-boson Higgs models.
We focus in particular on phenomenologically viable scenarios where the right-handed up-
type quarks have a sizable mixing with the strong dynamics. For concreteness we assume
the latter to be characterized by an SO(5)/SO(4) symmetry with fermionic resonances in
the SO(4) singlet and fourplet representations. Singlet partners dominantly decay to a
Higgs boson and jets. Since no dedicated searches are currently looking for these final
states, singlet partners can still be rather light. Conversely, some fourplet partner com-
ponents dominantly decay to an electroweak gauge boson and a jet, a type of signature
which has been analysed at the LHC. We have reinterpreted various ATLAS and CMS
analyses in order to constrain the parameter space of this class of models. In the limit
of first two generation degeneracy, as in minimal flavor violation or U(2)-symmetric flavor
models, fourplet partners need to be relatively heavy, with masses above 1.8TeV, or the
level of compositeness needs to be rather small. The situation is significantly different in
models which deviate from the first two generation degeneracy paradigm, as charm quark
parton distribution functions are suppressed relative to the up quark ones. We find that
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the right-handed charm quark component can be mostly composite together with their
partners being as light as 600GeV, while the right-handed up quark needs either to be
mostly elementary or to have partners as heavy as 2TeV. Models where right-handed up-
type quarks are fully composite fermions are also analysed and yield qualitatively similar
conclusions. Finally, we consider the case where both the fourplet and the singlet states
are present. We demonstrate that in this case the fourplet bounds could be significantly
weaken due to a combination of smaller production rates and the opening of new channels
including cascade processes.
Keywords: Beyond Standard Model, Heavy Quark Physics, Technicolor and Composite
Models
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1 Introduction
The discovery of a Higgs-like boson at the LHC [1, 2] is a great victory for the Standard
Model (SM) of particle physics. With its minimal scalar sector of electroweak (EW) sym-
metry breaking, the SM is a complete weakly coupled theory up to short distances far
below the proton radius. Although the SM dynamics cannot explain several experimental
evidences such as neutrino masses, the baryon asymmetry of the universe and the ori-
gin of dark matter, one cannot infer with any certainty an energy scale at which the SM
would have to be extended, besides the well-known exceptions of the Planck scale related
to gravity and the fantastically high scale of the Landau pole associated with the U(1)
hyper-charge interaction. Nevertheless, the fact that the Higgs mass is subject to additive
renormalization implies that the EW scale is technically unnatural [3–5]. Any solution
of this UV sensitivity (or fine-tuning) problem of the Higgs mass requires new dynamics
beyond the SM (BSM) characterized by an energy scale close to the EW one.1 From a low-
energy perspective, the most severe UV sensitivity problem arises from quantum processes
which involve a Higgs boson splitting into a top-anti-top quark pair with arbitrarily large
virtuality which gets absorbed back into the Higgs field pushing its mass towards the UV
boundary of the theory. A simple way to stabilize the EW scale in a controlled manner is to
postulate the existence of new particles carrying the same gauge quantum numbers as the
top quarks. The UV insensitivity of the Higgs mass is obtained in practice from the virtual
contributions of the new particles which exactly cancel those coming from the SM tops as
dictated by some underlying symmetry. New physics states displaying this property are
collectively denoted as top partners. In known BSM examples the partners might be scalar
quarks, as in the celebrated case of supersymmetry, or vector-like fermions as in composite
Higgs models (CHMs). In these two distinct realizations of the naturalness paradigm, the
rest of the flavor sector, beyond the top partners, and its coupling are left unspecified.
Top partners are defined according to their coupling to the Higgs field which is set in
order to satisfy their role of EW-scale stabilizers. Therefore, one might naively conclude
that flavor physics is completely decoupled from naturalness considerations. However, even
within a minimal sector, the flavor structure of the top partners could still be non-trivial,
as top partners need not be mass eigenstate fields in order to yield a sufficient cancellation
in the Higgs mass. This feature was recently explored in low-energy supersymmetry in
ref. [12], where it was demonstrated that the top squark flavor eigenstate can consist of
an admixture of would be stop-like and scharm-like mass eigenstates. In such cases, flavor
and CP violation effects may even arise from a minimally extended top sector.
1Giving up on this solution typically implies accepting a “desert-like” paradigm, in which the Higgs
boson and the top quark, which couples rather strongly to the Higgs field, do not significantly couple to
any form of new dynamics down to microscopic scales many of orders of magnitude below those currently
probed at high-energy colliders. (See e.g. refs. [6, 7] for recent discussions.) This approach somehow
resembles the overall state of mind of the physics community towards the end of the nineteenth century,
when it was commonly believed that, apart from some small puzzles, the understanding of the basic laws of
nature was almost complete. Another alternative approach to fine-tuning problem argues that, in analogy
to the present explanation of the smallness of the cosmological constant [8], the EW scale is set by an
environmental selection principle [9]. However, this explanation seem to be less robust as life-permitting
universes quite similar to ours may arise without weak interactions [10, 11].
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The possibility of top partners being admixtures of several mass eigenstates raises the
important question of what could be robustly assumed regarding the flavor structure of
the partners. Usually, this question is overlooked due to theoretical prejudices, as well as
a possibly too naive interpretation of the bounds coming form low-energy flavor-changing
neutral current processes (FCNCs). Most studies of naturalness assumed either flavor
universality among the partners or an approximate U(2) symmetry which acts on the
partners of the first two generations. However, a recent analysis of flavor constraints
coming from D − D¯ and K − K¯ mixing observables showed that partners need not be
degenerate within models of flavor alignment in the down-type quark sector [13]. Models
in which the new physics couplings are diagonal in the mass basis were considered both in
the context of supersymmetry [14, 15] and within the framework of composite Higgs [16–
19]. The non-degeneracy of partners becomes even more interesting thanks to the following
two facts which were shown to hold in supersymmetric models:
(i) Direct experimental bounds on the second generation squarks are rather weak, of
O(400 − 500)GeV, since the associated searches are mainly sensitive to “valence”
squark masses (masses of the first generation squarks) and are optimized for heavy
squarks [20].
(ii) If the top partners are not pure mass eigenstates but rather form an admixture of
e.g. top-like and charm-like squarks, the direct search strategies need to be modified,
as the relevant final states would not only involve top pairs (and eventually missing
energy) but also charm pairs and top-charm final states resulting in a weaker bound
on the top partner mass and potentially improving on the EW scale fine-tuning [12].
Combining (i) and (ii) leads to a supersymmetric “flavorful” naturalness scenario where
the non-trivial flavor structure of the top sector yields a level of fine-tuning similar or, in
some cases, even improved compared to the more conventional pure stop mass eigenstate
scenario. In this paper we transpose the logic of ref. [20] and item (i) above in the context
of minimal CHMs where the Higgs doublet is realized as a pseudo-Nambu-Goldstone-boson
(pNGB) [21–29] (see also [30]). In particular we address the question of how light can the
first and second generation quark partners be without assuming degenerate composite-
ness parameters.
The collider phenomenology of the quark partners within the compositeness frame-
work is controlled by two important flavor parameters, namely the mass of the partners
and the degree of compositeness of the SM quarks. Note that this is qualitatively dif-
ferent than in supersymmetric models where the only relevant parameter is the squark
mass. The possibility of non-degenerate composite quarks is subject to a set of potentially
strong indirect constraints arising from two classes of precision tests which are coming
from flavor physics and EW precision observables. However, as already argued above, fla-
vor constraints can be sufficiently ameliorated thanks to flavor alignment. Furthermore, it
was shown in refs. [31, 32] that while the degree of compositeness of the SM quark doublets
is severely constrained by EW precision tests, bounds on the degree of compositeness of
the SM quark singlets can be rather weak thanks to an approximate custodial parity [33].
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This observation may seem insignificant as in most minimal CHMs the spectrum consists
of a single multiplet of top partners, and so any discussion related to flavor structure of the
partners is absent. Note that this minimal approach fits very well with the flavor anarchic
paradigm of CHMs, as in this case only the third generation quarks are sizably composite
and the relevant phenomenology is well described by mass eigenstate top partners.2 How-
ever, the assumption that the top partner is not only a flavor but also a mass eigenstate
is not required by naturalness arguments and the flavor-depending part of the collider
phenomenology is not necessarily orthogonal. In this work we relax the flavor anarchy
assumption and focus on the implications of non-degenerate first two generation composite
partners for LHC phenomenology. This possibility leads to a series of interesting experi-
mental consequences which have been partially discussed in ref. [31, 32, 34–37]. We focus
here on analysing signals which could be already probed by direct searches at the LHC.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In section 2 we layout the modeling
of composite right-handed quarks of the first two generations in the framework of minimal
CHMs, and we outline the most important direct signatures at hadron colliders in section 3.
Existing direct searches sensitive to the composite light quark signals are summarized in
section 4 and we derive the corresponding bounds on non-degenerate composite light quark
scenarios in section 5. We present our conclusions in section 6.
2 Modeling the composite light quark flavors
We use a general low-energy parametrization of the strong sector dynamics which only
includes the lightest fermionic degrees of freedom connected to the up-type quarks. Pos-
sible vector resonances are “integrated out” and do not appear directly in the effective
description. This approach is motivated by EW precision bounds which tend to push the
mass scale of the vector resonances towards the multi-TeV range, while sub-TeV fermionic
resonances are typically present in realistic CHMs [38–42]. Motivated by minimal compos-
ite Higgs realizations [29, 43], we focus on implementations where the strong dynamics has
a global SO(5) symmetry broken at the scale f . O(1TeV) down to its SO(4) subgroup.
The Higgs field is identified with the NGB spanning the SO(5)/SO(4) coset. The symmetry
structure of the strong dynamics does not fix the embedding of the fermionic resonances.
For simplicity we assume that the up-type partners live in the fundamental representation,
5, of SO(5). We also neglect all flavor violation effects and focus on fermionic partners of
the up and charm quarks, with the same coupling structure in both cases.
We adopt the Callan-Coleman-Wess-Zumino notation (CCWZ) [44, 45] in order to
write down the effective Lagrangian in a non-linearly invariant way under SO(5). (See e.g.
refs. [46, 47] for a detailed presentation in CHM.) In CCWZ the strong sector resonances are
classified in terms of irreducible representations of the unbroken global SO(4). In particular
the lightest composite fermions contained in the 5 of SO(5) decompose as a fourplet, Q, and
a singlet, U˜ , under SO(4). As well known, an extra global U(1)X symmetry must be added
to the strong dynamics in order to accommodate the correct fermion hypercharges [33].
2This is similar in spirit to supersymmetric models where the first two generation squarks are much
heavier than the top squarks and thus less relevant to the current and near future collider program.
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The U(1)Y generator is then identified with the combination Y = T
3
R+X, where T
3
R is the
diagonal generator of the SU(2)R subgroup of SO(4) ≃ SU(2)L × SU(2)R. Both composite
fermions Q and U˜ have charge +2/3 under U(1)X .
In terms of SU(2)L×U(1)Y representations, the fourplet Q gives rise to two doublets.
One doublet with quantum numbers 21/6, as the SM left-handed doublets, contains a
charge 2/3 state, U , and a charge −1/3 state, D. The second doublet of quantum numbers
27/6 contains an exotic state with charge 5/3, X5/3, and a charge 2/3 state, X2/3. The
composite states are embedded in a fundamental SO(5) representation ψ as3
ψ =
(
Q
U˜
)
=
1√
2

iD − iX5/3
D +X5/3
iU + iX2/3
−U +X2/3√
2U˜

. (2.1)
The left-handed elementary quark doublets qL = (uL, dL)
T are incorporated as incom-
plete embeddings in the 5 of SO(5) as
q5L ≡
1√
2
(idL , dL , iuL ,−uL , 0)T . (2.2)
qL then mixes with states of the composite sector through Yukawa interactions, leading to
partially composite SM quark doublets [48, 49].
The SM right-handed quark singlets could be realized as partially composite fermions
as well by introducing elementary singlets uR embedded in incomplete 5 of SO(5) as
u5R ≡ (0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , uR)T . (2.3)
Since a large degree of compositeness will be considered for the SM singlets, an alternative
possibility consists in directly identifying the latter with chiral SO(5) singlet states of the
composite sector. This approach leads to fully composite right-handed SM quarks, similarly
to the construction proposed in ref. [46] for the right-handed top quark.
In all cases the total effective Lagrangian, L, consists of two parts
L = Lcomp + Lelem. (2.4)
Lcomp describes the dynamics of the composite sector resonances, while Lelem contains
the kinetic terms of the elementary fermions as well as their mixing with the composite
resonances. We consider both scenarios where the right-handed singlets are either partially
and fully composite states and we describe in the following subsections the details of their
respective realizations.
3Cf. appendix A for details on the conventions used in the paper in regard to SO(5) representations.
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2.1 Models with partially composite right-handed up-type quarks
We consider here a class of models based on the standard partial compositeness construc-
tion [48, 49] in which both the SM doublets and singlets have an elementary counterpart.
In CCWZ the Lagrangian for the composite fermionic sector reads
Lcomp = i Q¯(Dµ + ieµ)γµQ+ i ¯˜U/DU˜ −M4Q¯Q−M1 ¯˜UU˜ +
(
ic Q¯iγµdiµU˜ + h.c.
)
, (2.5)
where here Dµ contains the QCD gauge interaction and the Bµ coupling coming from the
U(1)X symmetry, the eµ and dµ symbols are needed to reconstruct the CCWZ “covariant
derivative” and to restore the full non-linearly realized SO(5) invariance (cf. appendix A).
The Lagrangian for the elementary fermions contains the usual kinetic terms, including
interactions with the SM gauge fields, and a set of linear mass mixings with the composite
fermions
Lelem = i q¯L /DqL + i u¯R /DuR − yLf q¯5LUgsψR − yRfu¯5RUgsψL + h.c., (2.6)
where q5L and u
5
R are incomplete embeddings of the elementary fermions in the fundamental
representation of SO(5) as given in eqs. (2.2), (2.3). Ugs is the Goldstone matrix containing
the Higgs doublet components, which reads in unitary gauge
Ugs =

1 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 cos h¯/f sin h¯/f
0 0 0 − sin h¯/f cos h¯/f

. (2.7)
h¯ ≡ v + h denotes the Higgs field with the EWSB vacuum expectation value (VEV) v,
which is related to the Fermi constant GF through
v = f sin−1
(
(
√
2GF )
−1/2
f
)
, (2.8)
and the physical Higgs boson h. Notice that we work in an SO(5) basis where the ele-
mentary fermions qL and uR couple to the composite states ψ only through the Goldstone
matrix Ugs [46, 47].
For simplicity, we assumed that the mixings in eq. (2.6) respect an SO(5) structure,
i.e. the mixing parameters of the elementary quarks with the fourplet and the singlet are
the same. In more general parametrizations two independent mixings can be introduced,
one for each SO(4) multiplet in ψ [47]. The SO(5) mixing structure we consider is actu-
ally naturally predicted in explicit models with a calculable Higgs potential, as the 2-site
model of refs. [38, 50] whose effective description coincides with eqs. (2.5), (2.6) for c = 0.
Moreover, the partial compositeness construction implies that the two mixing parameters
should be of comparable size as each elementary state mixes with only one operator from
the strong dynamics [46]. The effect of this assumption on our analysis is marginal. In
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particular our results are not modified in the limiting cases where only one SO(4) multiplet
is light and present in the effective description.
We now discuss the mass spectrum of the model outlined above. First of all, the exotic
state X5/3 does not mix with any other states since electric charge is conserved, so its mass
is simply M4. Conversely, the other composite fermions mix with the elementary states.
The complete mass Lagrangian for the up- and down-type fermions is
Lmass = −
(
u¯ U¯ X¯2/3
¯˜U
)
L
Mu

u
U
X2/3
U˜

R
− (d¯ D¯)
L
Md
(
d
D
)
R
+ h.c. , (2.9)
where
Mu =

0 yLf cos
2 ǫ
2 yLf sin
2 ǫ
2 −yLf√2 sin ǫ
yRf√
2
sin ǫ M4 0 0
−yRf√
2
sin ǫ 0 M4 0
yRf cos ǫ 0 0 M1
 , ǫ ≡
v
f
, (2.10)
withMu being mass matrix of the charge 2/3 states, and
Md =
(
0 yLf
0 M4
)
, (2.11)
the mass matrix for the charge −1/3 states. The mass of the lightest charge 2/3 quarks,
which are identified with the SM up-type quarks, is
mu ≃ v√
2f
× ∣∣M1 −M4∣∣× yLf√
(M24 + y
2
Lf
2)
× yRf√
(M21 + y
2
Rf
2)
, (2.12)
to leading order in the ǫ. We focus here on significantly composite right-handed up-type
quarks. These states are associated with order one eigenvalues of yR. Then, the small mass
of the light generation SM quarks implies very small values for the mixing parameters of the
left-handed elementary states, yL ≪ 1 (suppressing the flavor indices), unless the composite
multiplets are nearly degenerate, |M1−M4| ≪M1,4. However, the fourplet/singlet splitting
is dominantly induced by the SO(5) breaking of the strong dynamics and is therefore
expected to be large. We thus assume |M1 − M4| ∼ O(M1,4), so that setting yL ≪ 1
is always a good approximation. We work in the yL = 0 limit in the remainder of the
analysis. To understand why mu → 0 in the limit M1 = M4 notice that in this case the
free Lagrangian (setting the Higgs to its VEV) is having an enhanced SO(5) symmetry.
It can be used to bring Ugs to trivial form by redefining the field ψ. This implies that
electroweak symmetry is not “felt” by the elementary fermions. Thus, one expects to have
two chiral massless states. Another more explicit way to see it is to notice that in this limit
we can define two new linear combinations of uR and U˜R and similar for the left-handed
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fields that do not appear in any of the mass terms. These would correspond to the two
zero modes. This enhanced chiral symmetry is broken at the quantum level due to the
interaction terms.
Notice that in the yL = 0 limit the Lagrangian for the composite states and the ele-
mentary right-handed up quarks is exactly invariant under the custodial SO(3)c subgroup
of SO(4). In fact, the yL mixing in eq. (2.6) is the only term which breaks the custodial
invariance, besides the usual U(1)Y gauging of the SM. The yR mixing preserves the custo-
dial symmetry since the elementary uR is embedded as an SO(4) singlet. We will show that
this custodial invariance determines the structure of mixings and couplings of the model.
It is thus convenient to classify the states in terms of SO(3)c representations. uR and U˜
are SO(3)c singlets, while the fourplet Q splits into a singlet with charge 2/3, which we
denote by Um, and a triplet made of D, X5/3 and a charge 2/3 state, Up. In terms of the
original fields the Up,m states are given by the combinations
Up,m ≡ 1√
2
(
U ±X2/3
)
. (2.13)
The Higgs field h¯ is a singlet of custodial symmetry, while the EW Goldstones form a
triplet. Therefore the triplet states D,Up, X5/3 are mass eigenstates with mass M4, and
uR quarks can only mix with U˜ and Um. The mass Lagrangian for the custodial singlets is
Lsingletmass = −
(
U¯m ,
¯˜U
)
L
Msingletu
 uUm
U˜

R
+ h.c. , (2.14)
Msingletu =
(
yRf sin ǫ M4 0
yRf cos ǫ 0 M1
)
, (2.15)
which yields the following masses for the heavy eigenstates Ul,h
m2Ul,h =
1
2
[
M21 +M
2
4 + y
2
Rf
2 ∓
√(
M21 −M24 + y2Rf2
)2 − 4 sin2 ǫ (M21 −M24 ) y2Rf2 ] .
(2.16)
For
√
M24 + (yRf sin ǫ)
2 ≪
√
M21 + (yRf cos ǫ)
2, the lighter eigenstate Ul is dominantly the
fourplet state Um mixed with the elementary quark, while Uh is dominantly U˜ mixed with
the elementary fermion, while in the opposite limit, the roˆle of Ul and Uh is exchanged.
We summarize below the structure of the couplings between the elementary uR
and the composite resonances which are relevant for both production and decay of
the composite resonances at the LHC. The relevant couplings are defined through the
interaction Lagrangian
Lint = −λhuUlhu¯SMR UlL − λhuUhhu¯SMR UhL + h.c.
+gWuDD¯ /W
−uSM + gWuXX¯5/3 /W
+uSM + gZuUpU¯p /Zu
SM + h.c. . (2.17)
We first consider two simplified limits where only one of the composite multiplets, either
Q or U˜ , is present in the low energy effective description, and then move to the generic
case where both multiplets are light.
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uR U˜L
h
yRf
uR
v/f
U˜L= + O(ǫ3)
h/f
(a)
yRf
uR
v/f
UmL
W±
(D/X5/3)L
M4
(D/X5/3)R= + O(ǫ2)uR (D/X5/3)R
W±
(b)
= + O(ǫ2)+
yRf
uR
v/f
UmL
Z
UpL
M4
UpR
yRf
uR
v/f
U˜L
Z
UpL
M4
UpR
c
uR UpR
Z
(c)
Figure 1. Interaction vertices between the partially composite SM right-handed up-type quarks
and their fermionic partners from the strong dynamics. All vertices are drawn to leading order
in both ǫ ≃ v/f and yR, the elementary-composite mixing in the right-handed up sector. (a)
Linear interaction between uR, the custodial singlet resonances and the Higgs boson. (b), (c)
Linear interaction between uR, the custodial triplet resonances and the W and Z bosons. For the
Z vertex, the second diagram on the right hand side is absent when the singlet U˜ is decoupled.
2.1.1 Light singlet partner interactions
We consider the case where the fourplet Q is decoupled from the the low-energy theory,
M4 → ∞, and only a light singlet U˜ is present. In this limit the only light partner
state is Ul = UlL + UlR, with UlL = U˜L and UlR = sinϕ1uR + cosϕ1U˜R, where ϕ1 ≡
tan−1(yRf cos ǫ/M1) is the elementary/composite mixing angle of the right-handed quarks.
The finite mass from eq. (2.16) reduces to
mUl =
√
M21 + (yRf cos ǫ)
2 =
M1
cosϕ1
, (2.18)
while the SM up quark uSM = uSML +u
SM
R , with u
SM
L = uL and u
SM
R = cosϕ1uR− sinϕ1U˜R,
remains massless in the yL = 0 limit.
Custodial invariance implies that the only interaction of U˜ with the elementary quarks
arises through the Higgs boson h. Expanding the Goldstone matrix in eq. (2.7) yield the
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following linear interaction with the Higgs
L ⊃ yR sin ǫ u¯R h U˜L + h.c. . (2.19)
Notice the interaction in eq. (2.19) originates solely from the non-linear Higgs dynamics,
since u and U˜ , being both SO(4) singlets, can only couple to an even number of Higgs
doublets. Diagrammatically the coupling can be understood as shown in figure 1(a). In
the mass eigenstate basis, the uSMR − h− UlL coupling becomes
λhuUl = −yR sin ǫ cosϕ1 . (2.20)
2.1.2 Light fourplet partner interactions
We now consider the case where only a light fourplet Q is present in the low-energy theory
while the singlet U˜ is decoupled, M1 → ∞. The custodial triplet, made of D, Up and
X5/3, have mass M4, while the custodial singlet Um state mixes with the elementary uR
through EWSB. The other mass eigenstate is Ul = UlL + UlR, with UlL = UmL and
UlR = sinϕ4uR+cosϕ4UmR, where ϕ4 ≡ tan−1(yRf sin ǫ/M4) is the elementary/composite
mixing angle of the right-handed quarks. The finite mass from eq. (2.16) reduces to
mUl =
√
M24 + (yRf sin ǫ)
2 =
M4
cosϕ4
, (2.21)
while the SM quark uSM = uSML + u
SM
R , with u
SM
L = uL and u
SM
R = cosϕ4uR − sinϕ4UmR,
remains massless in the yL = 0 limit. Notice that the yR contribution to the heavy
resonance mass is suppressed by a v/f factor and thus it is only relevant for large yR values.
For yR . 1, this EWSB contribution turns out to be typically negligible numerically, in
which case all the fourplet states become nearly degenerate.
Custodial symmetry implies that Um only interacts with uR through a vertex contain-
ing the Higgs boson. The linear interaction of Um with the Higgs is
L ⊃ −yR cos ǫ u¯R hUm,L + h.c., (2.22)
This interaction is understood diagrammatically the same way as in the previous case with
a light U˜ , up to the fact that here the vertex is between an SO(4) singlet, uR, and a fourplet
component, Um, which requires an odd number of Higgs insertions. In the mass eigenbasis
the uSMR − h− UlL coupling becomes
λhuUl = yR cos ǫ cosϕ4 . (2.23)
The custodial triplet state interactions with the SM up quarks are also determined by
custodial symmetry. The triplet states D, Up and X5/3 only interact with the singlet Um
through the triplet of EW gauge bosons (or equivalently through EW Goldstone bosons
within the Higgs doublet). The interactions of the triplet states with uSM then arise from
their interactions with Um through yR mixing. In unitary gauge the relevant couplings in
the original basis come from the fourplet kinetic term in eq. (2.5)
L ⊃ g
2
cos ǫ
(
D¯ /W− − X¯5/3 /W+ +
1
cw
U¯p /Z
)
Um + h.c. , (2.24)
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where g is the SU(2)L gauge coupling and cw is the cosine of the weak mixing angle. The
origin of these interactions is understood diagrammatically as shown in figure 1(b) and
figure 1(c) for theW and Z vertices, respectively. In the mass eigenbasis, the uSMR −Z−UpR,
uSMR −W+ −DR and uSMR −W− −X5/3R couplings are then
gWuX = −gWuD = −cw gZuUp =
g
2
cos ǫ sinϕ4. (2.25)
2.1.3 Generic partially composite case
Finally, we consider here the more general situation where both the fourplet Q and the
singlet U˜ composite states are light and below cut-off of the effective theory. The structure
of the SM up quark interactions with the custodial singlet and the triplet composite states
is similar to the previous cases with only one multiplet in the effective theory. However,
additional interactions between the singlet and the fourplet arise from the dµ term in
eq. (2.5). In particular the singlet U˜ interacts with the custodial triplet via the W and Z
bosons and with the custodial singlet Um via the physical Higgs boson. These additional
interactions are relevant for cascade decays like Uh → Ulh whenever mUh > mUl +mh.
As in cases where only one multiplet is light, the uR quark interacts with the triplet
states D, Up and X5/3 only through EW gauge bosons, as dictated by custodial symmetry.
In the original basis the couplings are diagrammatically understood from the same dia-
grams as in the light fourplet case, except for the Z coupling which receives an additional
contribution from the dµ term, leading to the second diagram on the right-hand side of
figure 1(c). The couplings take the form
gWuX = −gWuD = −cw gZuUp =
g
2
cos ǫ sinϕ4 cos ϕ˜1 , (2.26)
with the effective mixing angle
tan ϕ˜1 ≡ yRf cos ǫ
M1
1√
1 + (yRf sin ǫ)
2 /M24
= tanϕ1 cosϕ4 . (2.27)
The right handed component of the up quark interacts with Um and U˜ only through
the Higgs boson, thanks to custodial symmetry. The corresponding couplings in the mass
eigenbasis can be calculated analytically, but the expressions are lengthy as they involve
the diagonalization of the mass matrix in eq. (2.15). The details on the calculation can be
found in appendix B. For c = 0, approximate expressions can however be derived in the
limit in which the fourplet is much lighter than the singlet; one finds
λhuUl ≈ yR cos ǫ cosϕ4 cos ϕ˜1, and λhuUh ≈ −yR sin ǫ cosϕ4 cos ϕ˜1, (2.28)
where Ul,h are the mass eigenstates with masses given by eq. (2.16). Similar expressions
are obtained in the opposite limit with a lighter singlet through the replacement Ul ↔ Uh.
2.2 Models with fully composite right-handed up-type quarks
We follow here an alternative approach and identify directly the right-handed SM up quarks
with chiral composite states of the strong dynamics. The right-handed up quarks are thus
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fully composite fermions in this scenario, without any elementary counterpart. Moreover,
the composite chiral fermions must be SO(5) singlets in order to avoid exotic massless
quarks and reproduce the quantum numbers of the right-handed SM up quarks. The
left-handed SM quark doublets are still realized as partially composite fermions whose
mixing with the strong dynamics is small enough to account for the SM up and charm
quark masses.
In CCWZ the composite Lagrangian becomes [46, 47]
Lcomp = i ψ¯(Dµ + ieµ)γµψ + i u¯R /DuR −M4Q¯Q−M1 ¯˜UU˜ (2.29)
+
(
icL Q¯
i
Ld
i
µγ
µU˜L + icR Q¯
i
Rd
i
µγ
µU˜R + h.c.
)
+
(
ic1 Q¯
i
Rd
i
µγ
µuR + h.c.
)
,
where Q and U˜ are an SO(4) fourplet and singlet, respectively, embedded in a fundamental
representation ψ = (Q, U˜)T of SO(5), as in eq. (2.1) for the partially composite model. The
chiral SO(5) singlet uR denotes the fully composite up quark. The Lagrangian describing
the elementary fields qL and their mixings with the composite states becomes
Lelem = i q¯L /DqL −
[
yL f
(
q¯5LUgs
)
i
QiR + h.c.
]
−yL c2 f
(
q¯5LUgs
)
5
uR − yL c3 f
(
q¯5LUgs
)
5
U˜R + h.c. . (2.30)
The partial compositeness assumption implies that qL only mixes with a single composite
operator of the strong dynamics. Thus, we expect all its mixings with the resonances to
have comparable strengths. We weighted the mass mixings in eq. (2.30) with an overall
factor yL in order to account for this expectation. Possible deviations are parameterized
by the O(1) parameters c2 and c3.
The spectrum of the model goes as follows. X5/3 does not mix and has mass M4. The
mass matrix of the up-type sector in eq. (2.10) now reads
Mu =

−yLc2f√
2
sin ǫ yLf cos
2 ǫ
2 yLf sin
2 ǫ
2 −yLc3f√2 sin ǫ
0 M4 0 0
0 0 M4 0
0 0 0 M1
 , (2.31)
while the mass matrix in the down-type sector is the same as in eq. (2.11). The lightest
up-type eigenvalue, which we identify with the mass of the SM up quark, is
mu ≃ c2yLv cosϕ ≈ c2yv cosϕ, (2.32)
to leading order in v/f , where ϕ ≡ tan−1(yLf/M4). Therefore yL has to be small ∼
O(mu/v) in order to reproduce the light SM quark masses, and we set yL = 0 in the
following. In this limit Mu in eq. (2.31) is diagonal and the masses of the up-type quark
partners are simply
mU = mX2/3 = mD = mX5/3 =M4 , and mU˜ =M1 , (2.33)
while uSMR = uR remains massless. As for the partially composite case with an elementary
uR, the only terms which break the custodial SO(3)c symmetry in the Lagrangian is the
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mixing of the elementary doublet qL. In the yL = 0 limit, the custodial invariance is thus
exact and dictates the structure of mixings and interactions among fermions. It thus proves
useful to classify the latter in terms of SO(3)c representations. uR, U˜ and Um fields are
custodial singlets, while X5/3, D and Up form a triplet, where Up,m are defined in terms of
the original fields U and X2/3 as in eq. (2.13).
The other dµ terms in eq. (2.29) with coefficients cL and cR also induce interactions
between the fourplet Q and the singlet U˜ .
We now discuss the interactions of the fully composite uR with the composite reso-
nances which are relevant for production and decay of the partners at the LHC. These
interactions are characterized by the Lagrangian in eq. (2.17). We first consider the lim-
iting cases with only one multiplet, either the singlet U˜ or the fourplet Q, present in the
low-energy spectrum. We close with the more general case where both multiplets are below
the cut-off of the effective theory.
2.2.1 Light singlet partner interactions
When the fourplet is decoupled, M4 → ∞, and only U˜ is light, the effective Lagrangian
significantly simplifies. In particular the SM up-type quark interactions with the heavy
partners are necessarily mediated by the yLc2 mixing and are thus extremely small. Heavy
partners production at the LHC is therefore very suppressed which does not yield any
interesting signal.
2.2.2 Light fourplet partner interactions
Although the mixing between the elementary states and the composite fermions disappears
completely in the yL = 0 limit, sizable interactions between the composite states and uR,
coming from the dµ term controlled by c1 ∼ O(1) in eq. (2.29), are still present. In the limit
where only the fourplet is light and the singlet is decoupled (M1 → ∞), uR interactions
with the fourplet states from the dµ term in eq. (2.29) are
L ⊃ −i
√
2
c1
f
U¯m,Rγ
µ (∂µh)uR − c1 g√
2
sin ǫ
(
1
cw
U¯p,R /Z + D¯ /W
− − X¯5/3 /W+
)
uR + h.c..
(2.34)
The EW gauge bosons mediate the interactions between the custodial triplet and uR with
the following couplings
gWuD = −gWuX = cw gZuUp = −c1 sin ǫ
g√
2
. (2.35)
The linear Higgs term is a derivative interaction as expected from the NGB nature of the
Higgs. Since we will only work at tree-level, we simply integrate the first term by parts in
eq. (2.34) and use the quark equations of motion in order to obtain the uSMR −h−UlL coupling
λhuUl = −
√
2c1
M4
f
, (2.36)
where Ul = Um.
Note that the coupling structure of a fully composite uR is qualitatively similar to that
of the partially composite case. In particular Up only couples to u
SM
R through the Z boson,
while Um does so only through the Higgs boson.
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2.2.3 Generic fully composite case
In the generic case where both the fourplet Q and the singlet U˜ are present in the effective
theory, the dµ terms of coefficients cL,R yield additional couplings between the fourplet
states and U˜ , which are defined through the interaction Lagrangian
Lheavyint = −λhU˜Ulh
¯˜ULUlR+ gWU˜DD¯ /W
−U˜ + gWU˜XX¯5/3 /W
+U˜ + gZU˜UpU¯p /ZU˜ +h.c. . (2.37)
U˜ interacts either through the EW gauge bosons with couplings
gWU˜D = −gWU˜X = cw gL,RZU˜Up = −cL,R sin ǫ
g√
2
(2.38)
or through the Higgs boson with coupling
λhU˜Ul =
√
2cL,R
M1 −M4
f
, (2.39)
with Ul = Um. While partner production proceeds as in the limiting cases where only Q or
U˜ is light, the decays are modified. For instance, if M4 > M1+mW,Z,h, the fourplet states
can cascade decay through U˜ , in addition to the direct decay into light quarks and W±, Z
and h.
3 Hadron collider signatures of light composite partners
We describe in this section the main phenomenological implications at hadron colliders of
the existence of light up or charm quark composite partners. We present the dominant
production and decay mechanisms of the partners, and then identify the most promising
channels for their discovery at the LHC. Also, the collider phenomenology of the up and
charm quark partners differs significantly from that of top partners. (See e.g. ref. [46, 51]
for a recent discussion of top partner signatures at the LHC.) Hence, we also point out
the main phenomenological differences between top and up/charm partners in regard to
production mechanisms and final states from their decay.
We base our discussion on the class of models described in section 2. We consider both
scenarios where the right-handed up and charm quarks are partially or fully composite
fermions, yet assuming a large degree of compositeness in the former case. As we showed
in the previous section, the structure of interactions is driven by an approximate custodial
symmetry SO(3)c in the limit where the left-handed SM quarks are mostly elementary
fermions, and it is thus qualitatively similar in both partially and fully composite scenarios.
In particular, the SO(4) singlet partner U˜ and the fourplet state Um are custodial singlets
which couple to the SM quarks only through a Higgs interaction. Conversely, the remaining
fourplet states D,X5/3, Up form a custodial triplet which therefore only couples to the SM
quarks through EW gauge bosons.
3.1 Production mechanisms
Since all the partners are colored, all of them can be produced in pairs at hadron colliders
through universal QCD interactions as in figure 2c. QCD pair production is the same
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for all generations. It is furthermore completely model-independent, and its cross-section
only depends on the partner mass. In particular, it does not depend on the degrees of
compositeness of the associated SM quarks. We now consider in turns all other specific
production mechanism of the singlet and fourplet partners. Note that the qualitative
features of partner production do not depend on whether both or only one multiplet is
present in the effective theory.
We begin with production of the SO(4) singlet partners. Since the sole interaction of U˜
with the SM quark is through a Higgs boson, single production of the up and charm partner
is suppressed by the square of the SM-like up and charm Yukawa coupling, respectively,
and thus negligible.4 This contrasts with the top partner case for which the large top
mass makes single production one of the dominant mechanism, especially at large top
partner mass [54, 55]. However, as first pointed out in ref. [56], single production in
association with an EW gauge boson or a Higgs boson is possible and occurs through
diagrams shown in figure 3. Finally, the first two generation U˜ partners can be produced
in pairs, either through QCD interactions or through a t-channel Higgs exchange as shown
in figure 2c and figure 3, respectively. Besides the partner mass dependence, QCD pair
production is completely model-independent, while amplitudes involving a Higgs boson
are also controlled by λhuU1 ∝ v/f . As a result cross-sections for Higgs-associated single
production and Higgs-mediated double production are suppressed by a factor of (v/f)2
and (v/f)4, respectively.
The partner states within the SO(4) fourplet are produced in different ways depending
on their respective custodial representation. On the one hand, the custodial singlet Um
only couples to the Higgs. Thus it is produced either in pair or in association with a Higgs
or an EW gauge boson, as U˜ , albeit with a coupling λhuUm which is not suppressed by
EWSB. On the other hand, the custodial triplet states can be singly produced through
EW gauge boson exchange, as depicted in figure 2a. Besides QCD pair production, the
triplet states are also pair produced through EW interactions as exemplified in figure 2b.
Both single and double production mechanisms of the triplet states are controlled by the
model-dependent couplings gWuX , gWuD, gZuUp .
All single production through the qg initial state collisions (bottom diagram of fig-
ure 2a) occurs with the same luminosity for all generations. In contrast, single production
through quark-quark initial states (top diagram of figure 2a) and EW pair-production
have flavor dependent initial states. This leads to significantly different production cross-
sections at the LHC for up, charm and top partners due to the different PDFs of the initial
quarks. For instance, we find that uu-mediated single and pair productions of up quark
partners are completely dominated by the t-channel W exchange. The situation differs
qualitatively from that of top partners, as the large top mass implies that pair production
is QCD dominated (top PDF vanishes at leading QCD order), while single production
only occurs through qg collisions [54, 55]. Charm partner production sort of interpolates
between the last two cases. Single production is dominated by uc collisions (top diagram
4SO(4) singlet partners can however be singly produced in the presence of color octet resonances from
the strong dynamics [37, 53].
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(a) EW single production (b) EW pair production (c) QCD pair production
Figure 2. Dominant production channels of the up and charm quark composite partners. Similar
diagrams with a neutral Z exchange also exist. The pp label in the top diagram in (c) collectively
denotes the possible qq¯ and gg intial states.
u/c Um/U˜
Um/U˜u/c
h
q q′
W/Z
W/Z
h
Um/U˜u/c
u/c h
Um/U˜
Um/U˜g
Figure 3. Other relevant production channels which will be probed in a near future.
in figure 2a), while pair production is typically driven by QCD. EW pair production could
however become more important than QCD production for large enough values of yR (in
the partially composite cR) or c1 (in the fully composite cR). Note that the two diagrams
of figure 2a contribute to different processes only in the kinematical region where the jet
resulting from the gluon splitting is requested to have a large pT . If the latter is either soft
or collinear, the bottom diagram in figure 2a simply becomes part of the NLO correction
to the process mediated at leading order by the top diagram in figure 2a.
3.2 Decay channels and expected final states kinematics
The decay of the partners typically goes through the vertex which dominate their produc-
tion, with the exception of partners produced in pair by QCD interactions. For instance,
the custodial singlet partners, U˜ and Um, decay into SM quarks and a Higgs boson. For
the first two generations these partners are produced either in pairs or in association with
a Higgs, a W or a Z boson. Hence, the best channel to look for them involve hhj, hWjj
or hZjj, and hhjj final states. Note that the v/f suppression factor in the SO(4) singlet
coupling to the Higgs boson (see eq.(2.20)) can lead to a significant suppression of the
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singlet width in the limit of large compositeness scale f . In this case it is important to
check whether decays through higher-order operators can become competitive. As pointed
out in ref. [37], two higher-order effective operators can be relevant for the singlet decay.
The first one is the loop-generated chromomagnetic operator, which leads to a decay into
two jets (U˜ → qg). The second one is a four-fermion interaction mediated by an off-shell
heavy gauge resonance, which leads to a decay into three jets (U˜ → qqq). The estimates
for the partial widths of the singlet can be easily obtained from ref. [37]. In the limit of
a light singlet mU˜ < mρ, mρ being the gauge resonance mass, and for couplings among
the heavy states of order mρ/f , the decay channel U˜ → hj is always dominant. Moreover,
among the multi-jet channels, the U˜ → qqq decay has typically a larger branching ratio
than U˜ → qg.
The triplet states D,X5/3 and Up decay into an EW gauge boson and a SM quark. For
up and charm quark partners, the best search channels are thus Wjj and Zjj for singly
produced D,X5/3 and Up, respectively, and WWjj and ZZjj for pair production.
When both Q and U˜ are present, composite partners can preferentially cascade decay
into SM states through lighter partners, provided there is enough phase-space. For instance,
in partially composite uR scenarios, D,X5/3 Up can first decay into an EW gauge boson
and U˜ , provided the latter is sufficiently light, which subsequently decays into a Higgs
boson and a jet. In this case the signature is, respectively, one or two additional Higgs
bosons in the final state, for singly or pair produced D,X5/3 and Up partners.
The final states identified above have rather peculiar kinematics which could be prof-
itably used in better extracting NP signals from the SM background. The heaviness of the
produced partners typically implies high-pT jets and leptons in the final state and highly
collimated W and Z boson decay products. The latter expectation usually allows usage
of the kinematic variable HT , defined as the sum of transverse momenta of the particles
and missing momenta in the event, together with a fitted invariant mass method, in order
to increase signal to background ratio. In addition, at least one leptonically decaying EW
gauge boson should be required in order to further reduce background. Moreover, for pair
production channels, at least two high-pT jets are expected in the final state, whereas for
single production channels, the final state typically contains one hard jet from the heavy
partner decay and one forward jet produced in association with the heavy partner.
This contrast with top partners as they typically lead to taggable top or bottom quarks
in the final states. Top partners are thus searched for in dedicated channels with much less
background at ATLAS [57–63] and CMS [64–71]. One particular example is the X5/3 top
partner [72–75] which dominantly decays into W++ t→W++W+b. When both W decay
leptonically, the final state contains two same-sign charged leptons, a signature which was
shown to have a significantly higher signal over background ratio [54, 55]. This peculiar
signal does not exist for the up and charm X5/3 partners, since they promptly decay into
a light quark jet instead of a heavy quark.
4 Existing direct searches and indirect constraints
We collect in this section the relevant collider searches performed at Tevatron and LHC
experiments which we use in order to constrain the existence of heavy quark partners
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of sizably composite up and charm SM quarks. First of all, we review existing searches
involving EW gauge bosons and hard jets as they are directly sensitive to the presence of
up and charm partners with sizable couplings to right-handed first two generation quarks.
Then, we discuss other searches which are also sensitive probes of up and charm partners,
albeit to a lesser extend due to kinematical cuts tailored to search for different signals.
In particular we argue that searches for leptoquarks at the LHC can be recast for our
signal and hence be relevant in constraining the existence of strong dynamics partners of
composite up and charm SM quarks.
Other generic collider signatures of heavy quark partners involve one or more Higgs
bosons and high-pT jets. However, there are currently no available searches in Higgs bosons
plus jets channels at the LHC due to small statistics. These channels could also be relevant
in revealing (or further constraining) the existence of up and charm quark partners in the
forthcoming 14TeV LHC run. Moreover they would be particularly important to study
as they are the only ones sensitive to the presence of SO(4) singlet partners of composite
right-handed up and charm quarks. As we focus here on the present experimental status
of the composite up and charm quark partners, we do not consider these channels in the
following and leave their analyses for future works.5
4.1 Relevant direct searches
4.1.1 Heavy quark searches in EW gauge bosons plus jets channels
We review here existing experimental analysis seeking heavy fermionic partners which decay
into light jets and EW gauge bosons. These include:
• CDF and D0 analyses based on, respectively, Wjj [76] and Wjj and Zjj [77] final
states, and both using 5.4 fb−1 of integrated luminosity. These searches are sensitive
to singly produced resonances within the custodial triplet. They assume a leptonically
decaying W or Z boson and further take advantage of special kinematics of the final
states arising from up and charm partner decays in order to suppress SM backgrounds.
In particular, cuts designed to single out a high-pT jet, together with a forward
jet and one or more hard leptons from a highly boosted EW boson are imposed.
Moreover, forWjj final states, a high transverse missing energy collinear to the lepton
is required. The Wjj searches also benefit from the invariant mass reconstructed by
the lepton, the hardest jet and the missing transverse momenta in searching for
fermionic resonances.
• CDF and D0 analyses based on WWjj and using, respectively, 5.6 fb−1 [78] and
5.3 fb−1 [79] of integrated luminosity. This channel is sensitive to pair produced
D and X5/3 resonances within the custodial triplet. The analyses focus on semi-
leptonically decaying W pairs. Thus they only select events with one hard isolated
lepton, large missing transverse energy and four isolated jets, one of which having
large transverse momentum. Both analyses use the HT variable together with a fitted
5First results can be found in ref. [52]. Also, see refs. [53] and [56] for a study of some of these channels
at the 14TeV LHC in a partial compositeness framework with a non-PGB Higgs dynamics.
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mass method in order to derive exclusion bounds on pair production cross sections
of fermionic partners.
• ATLAS analysis based on Zjj and Wjj final states, using 4.64 fb−1 of integrated
luminosity at the 7TeV LHC run [80]. Here the experiment searched for singly
produced heavy quarks with large couplings to the SM up quark and W gauge bosons
by looking for final states with a jet with high transverse momentum, a sub-leading
jet in the forward direction and one or two isolated hard leptons originating from W
or Z decay, respectively. As for similar searches at the Tevatron, a large transverse
missing energy is also required in Wjj final states. Advantage of the collimated
decay products of W and Z bosons is also taken by imposing rapidity and azimuthal
angle cuts between the different reconstructed objects in the event. Cuts are further
optimized using multivariate analysis techniques. Finally, a fitted mass method is
used in seeking resonances and placing limits on their existence.
• ATLAS analysis based on WWjj final state, using 1.04 fb−1 of integrated luminosity
of the 7TeV LHC run [81]. Both W bosons are required to decay into leptons. Thus
characteristic features of this search are at least two jets, two opposite-sign leptons
(out of the Z mass window) and missing transverse energy in the final state. HT cut
is also imposed. Finally, the heavy partner mass reconstruction benefits from the
large boost each W boson receives from the heavy quark decay, since each missing
neutrino is nearly collinear with its associated charged lepton.
• CMS search for heavy resonances in the W/Z-tagged dijet mass spectrum, using
19.8 fb−1 of integrated luminosity at the 8TeV LHC run [82]. The analysis looks for
massive resonances which decay into a light SM quark and a hadronically decaying
weak boson. It takes advantage of the fact that for sufficiently heavy resonances decay
products of the W or Z boson merge into a single jet. This leads to an effective dijet
signature in the event, where one jet is tagged as weak boson jet. Extra jets are not
vetoed. The two hardest jets in each event are used to build a dijet spectrum. Narrow
resonances would reveal themselves as sharp peaks in the spectrum, in the absence
of which bounds on the resonance masses are extracted. This channel is sensitive to
single production of heavy quark partners through EW interactions. In this case, we
checked that the jet from the prompt decay of the partner and the merged jet from
W or Z decay are typically the hardest two in the events. More precisely we find
that this is the case in more than 97% of the events in the mass range the analysis
is sensitive to. Therefore the presence of an extra forward jet coming from single
production of the resonances does not significantly impact the efficiencies, so that
this analysis directly applies to composite up and charm SM quark partners.
We use direct searches reviewed above in order to bound the existence of the fermionic
partners of up and charm SM quarks. For all analyses we implemented the models of
section 2 in FeynRules [83], interfaced with MadGraph 5 [84], we simulate our signals at
the parton level. The exclusion limits from the above searches are then directly applied to
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the models considered in this paper as they share the same kinematics than the theoret-
ical setups assumed by the experimental collaborations. We present our results for both
partially and fully composite right-handed quark scenarios in section 5.
4.1.2 Recasting leptoquark searches
Other experimental searches, designed to search for different types of new physics particles,
could also be used a priori to probe the presence of first two generation quark partners.
They include for instance three-jet resonance searches [85], originally designed to look for
gluinos in R-parity-violating supersymmetric models, pair-produced top-like heavy quark
searches [60, 63, 68, 70], bottom-like heavy quark searches [86] and pair-produced lepto-
quark searches [87]. These searches are however much less efficient, relative to EW gauge
bosons and jets channels, in looking for heavy quark partners of the first two generation
SM quarks. The reduced efficiency mostly comes from specific requirements on the events,
like the presence of b-tagged jets or different mass reconstruction assumptions, which are
tailored to look for particles whose dynamics qualitatively differs from that of fermionic
up and charm partners. Yet, among the above list, leptoquark searches are based on final
states which are close enough to our signal to still yield relevant bounds on partner masses.
In particular the pair-produced leptoquark search [87] performed by the CMS collaboration
is looking for a µ+µ−jj final state which can be obtained from pair-produced D and X5/3
up and charm partners, each decaying into Wj with a subsequent leptonic W decay. We
describe in the following how we recast the CMS leptoquark search of ref. [87] in order to
derive bounds on these partners.
We present the qualitative features of the CMS search in ref. [87] and its recast, while
further details in regard to how we performed the latter are collected in appendix D. The
CMS analysis is based on 19.6 fb−1 of integrated luminosity at the 8TeV LHC run with
a mass reach extending to 1.2TeV. We focus on the µ+µ− + 2 jets channel. Preselection
cuts are applied to isolate two hard muons and two hard jets. Further cuts on ST ≡
pµ1T +p
µ2
T +p
j1
T +p
j2
T , the dimuon invariant mass Mµµ, and M
min
µj are then optimized for the
leptoquark signal. Mminµj is defined as the smallest of the two muon-jet invariant masses
obtained for the muon-jet pairing which minimizes the difference between the two muon-jet
invariant masses [87].
For recasting the results based on the above analysis, we use background estimations
and binned data reported by the CMS collaboration [87]. We implemented the model of
section 2 using FeynRules [83] and the corresponding up and charm quark partner signals
were simulated with MadGraph 5 [84] for event generation, interfaced with PYTHIA [88]
for parton shower and hadronization and with PGS 4 [89] for detector simulation. We
also simulate in the same way the leptoquark signal assumed in ref. [87]. This leptoquark
simulation is then used to further tune the heavy quark partner simulation in order to match
CMS detection efficiencies quoted for leptoquark signals. The CMS results are presented
with different invariant mass distributions and selection cut levels which we take advantage
from in order to improve our recast of the CMS analysis. We then use the following
statistical method in order to derive exclusion limits for the up and charm quark partners.
First of all, we build a binned log-likelihood function for each available distribution, where
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the number of observed events are assumed to follow a Poisson distribution. Then, these
log-likelihood functions are individually maximized (or equivalently the corresponding χ2’s
are minimized) in order to derive partner mass values excluded at 95% confidence level
(CL) for each distribution. Finally, for each partner mass value, we quote as exclusion
limit the strongest limit of those obtained out all available kinematical distributions.
Bounds obtained from this leptoquark search recast should however be taken with
a grain of salt, when compared with that of EW gauge boson plus jets reviewed in the
previous subsection, as additional assumptions were made in the determination of the
former. First of all, while tuning our simulated efficiencies to match those of CMS for
total event rates, we neglected a possible dependence of the efficiencies on the energy and
momentum of the particles in the events. Moreover, theoretical uncertainties were included
in a simplified way in the statistical analysis. Nevertheless, we observe that the bounds
are still statistically dominated, so that the exclusion limits that we derive from this recast
are relatively accurate.
Besides deriving exclusion limits, another motivation for recasting the CMS leptoquark
analysis is to encourage experimental collaborations to perform searches similar to that in
ref. [87], but with slightly different cuts optimized for first two generation quark partners.
Indeed, we show in the next section that exclusion limits based on this recast are, as
expected, significantly diluted relative to the limits on leptoquark masses found in ref. [87].
We also show bounds from this recast are not considerably weaker than those from more
straightforward EW gauge bosons and jets channels. Hence, we argue that a search similar
to the leptoquark one in ref. [87] but with optimized cuts would potentially have a higher
reach than EW gauge bosons plus jets channels, given the much smaller luminosity of
the latter.
4.2 Indirect constraints from dijet production
Strong dynamics near the TeV scale leads to significant new physics sources of dijet pro-
duction at the LHC when the light SM quarks have a large degree of compositeness [90].
Sizable dijet contributions arise in the presence of a light color octet vector resonance
in the effective theory [31, 32, 35, 37]. Even if such a state is absent, as assumed here,
new physics dijet sources are generically induced by unknown physics at the cut-off scale
Λ ∼ 4πf . These effects are characterized below Λ by four-fermion operators in the com-
posite Lagrangian like6
1
2f2
[
(Q¯γµQ)
2 + ( ¯˜UγµU˜)
2 + (u¯RγµuR)
2
]
, (4.1)
where O(1) differences in their coefficients have been neglected and the last term is only
present in fully composite scenarios. Note that the operators in eq. (4.1) are not suppressed
by the cut-off scale Λ, but rather by the compositeness scale f [47]. This is due to the
6Other combinations of composite resonances, which are not captured in eq. (4.1), are allowed by the
global symmetries of the strong dynamics. We do not aim here at a complete study of all four-fermion
interactions, but we view eq. (4.1) as general enough to illustrate the typical level of dijet contributions
induced by the strong dynamics.
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fact that the UV physics is strongly coupled at Λ, so that generically the above operators
are induced at that scale with coefficients of O(16π2/Λ2), according to naive dimensional
analysis [91]. In the presence of mixings between the chiral quarks and the vector-like
heavy resonances, operators like eq. (4.1) yield four-fermion interactions in terms of the
SM quarks
L4f = cuu
2
(
u¯SMR γµu
SM
R
)2
+
ccc
2
(
c¯SMR γµc
SM
R
)2
+ cuc
(
u¯SMR γ
µuSMR
) (
c¯SMR γµc
SM
R
)
, (4.2)
where cuu, ccc and cuc have mass dimension −2.
Contact interactions like eq. (4.2) have peculiar signatures in the angular distribution
of dijet events at colliders. Indeed, despite their massive number in hadronic collisions,
background dijet events from QCD are primarily produced in the forward direction, near
the beam axis, due to a Rutherford-like scattering mediated by massless quarks and gluons
in the t-channel. On the other hand, dijet events resulting from the contact interactions in
eq. (4.2) tend to be more isotropically distributed in the detector. This qualitative differ-
ence appears rather clearly in the event distribution in terms of the kinematical variable
χj ≡ e2yj , yj being the jet rapidity in the partonic center-of-mass frame, where QCD dijets
are evenly distributed in χj , while those originated from contact interactions are peaking
at low χj values. The ATLAS and CMS [92] collaborations searched for the presence of a
new physics source in dijet production in the form of a representative contact interaction
cqq/2×(q¯SML γµqSML )2, involving the first generation left-handed SM quark doublet qSML . The
consistency of the angular distribution of dijet events with QCD expectations leads to the
following 95%CL limits on the contact interaction above
|cqq|−1/2 & 2.2TeV for cqq > 0 , (4.3)
from ATLAS [93], and
|cqq|−1/2 & 2.1 (3.0)TeV for cqq > 0 (cqq < 0) , (4.4)
from CMS [92]. The bound is stronger for negative coefficient since the interference is
constructive in this case. The sign of the Wilson coefficient in eq. (4.1) is not resolved within
the effective theory. Nonetheless, we assume constructive interference with QCD in order to
remain on the conservative side when comparing with the data. Since neither collaboration
analysed the set of operators in eq. (4.2), we follow the procedure of ref. [35] and derive
approximate lower bounds by demanding that the χj distributions for various dijet mass
bins do not deviate from SM expectations more than in the presence of cqq/2×(q¯SML γµqSML )2,
with |cqq|−1/2 = 3TeV and cqq < 0. Assuming the presence of each operator in eq. (4.2) at
a time, we find7
|cuu|−1/2 & 2.8TeV , |ccc|−1/2 & 300GeV , |cuc|−1/2 & 800GeV . (4.5)
Notice that LHC experiments collected dijet events of invariant masses up to ≃ 4TeV. The
effective description breaks down at a scale of at most O(4π/√c). We therefore expect
O(1) modification in the ccc bound due to the neglected radiative corrections.
7The bound on the first generation four-fermion operator is consistent with that obtained from the
procedure used in ref. [94].
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In models where the right-handed up and charm quarks are fully composite fermions,
the four-fermion interactions in eq. (4.2) arise at a scale |cuu| ∼ |ccc| ∼ |cuc| ≃ 1/f2, where
f & 600GeV in order not to introduce overly large tensions with EW precision tests [47].
By comparing with eq. (4.5), we conclude that a fully composite uSMR is in tension with
dijet searches at the 7TeV LHC, while the latter is not sensitive to a fully composite cSMR .
We nevertheless consider direct LHC signals of heavy partners of a fully composite right-
handed up quark in order to illustrate the difference in sensitivity between the first two
generation quarks.
For partially composite right-handed up and charm quarks, a smaller dijet contribution
is expected, suppressed by the fourth power of the partial compositeness. Since a fully
composite right-handed charm is not constrained by dijet data, no constraints are obtained
on partially composite charms either. We thus consider only the first generation. Under
the assumption that only the fourplet Qi or the singlet U˜ is present in the effective theory,
eq. (4.1) yields
c4uu =
sin4 ϕ4
f2
, c1uu =
sin4 ϕ1
f2
, (4.6)
respectively, where ϕ1,4 are the mixing angles for the first generation. Hence eq. (4.5)
translates into an upper bound on the elementary/composite mixing angle of
sinφu1,4 . 0.5×
(
f
600GeV
)1/2
. (4.7)
We conclude that a partially composite cR is not constrained by current dijet data, while
the latter allows for a large elementary/composite mixing for uR.
5 Bounds on non-degenerate composite light partners
We present in this section the LHC bounds on non-degenerate fermionic partners resulting
from the analysis outlined in the previous sections. These are the main results of the paper.
We report two types of bounds:
• Bounds from QCD pair production, which are model independent and are the same
for all generations;
• Bounds from single production, which are model dependent and carry a very strong
flavor dependence since the corresponding production mechanisms are based on either
valence or sea quarks.
We consider both scenarios where the right-handed up and charm quarks are either
partially or fully composite fermions, as described in section 2. Since there is currently
no search in the Higgs boson plus jets final state probing the existence of SO(4) singlet U˜
partners, we only focus on bounding light SO(4) fourplet states. For simplicity we thus
assume a limit where the singlet states are decoupled from the low-energy effective theory,
M1 → ∞. Hence, only the custodial triplet, made of Up, D, and X5/3, and the custodial
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singlet Um partners are present for the first two generations. We discuss in section 5.4 how
additional light singlet resonances impact bounds on the fourplet states.
In the following we denote the first generation fourplet and singlet partners as Up,m,
D, Xu5/3 and U˜ , while we use Cp,m, S, X
c
5/3 and C˜ symbols for the corresponding second
generation states. With only light fourplet resonances, the interaction structure of the
models defined in section 2 considerably simplifies. This allows for a complete survey
of the parameter space, which consist of the compositeness scale f , the mass scale of
the fourplet M4, and the mixing between the would-be SM right-handed quarks with the
composite dynamics. The mixing is characterized by the elementary/composite mixing
parameter yR in eq. (2.6) for partially composite SM quarks, while it is parameterized by
the dimensionless couplings c1 in eq. (2.29) for fully composite SM quarks. We introduce the
index x = u, c to distinguish fundamental parameters of the first and second generations,
and we refer to the latter as yxR, c
x
1 and M
x
4 in the following.
We also choose to set f = 600GeV for concreteness. This low scale can be in tension
with EW and Higgs precision measurements in some specific CHM realizations. Neverthe-
less, bounds on the fourplet states are not very sensitive to the symmetry breaking scale
f since the fourplet interactions with the Higgs and EW gauge bosons do not arise from
EWSB. Furthermore EWSB effects enter at O(v2/f2) ∼ O(20%), so that we do not expect
bounds on fourplet states to significantly change for larger f scales.
5.1 Exclusion limits from QCD pair production
The ATLASWWjj analysis search of ref. [81] based on 7TeV data excludes up and charm
fourplet partner masses up to Mu,c4 & 390GeV at 95% CL. These bounds are similar to
those obtained from the Tevatron data (see appendix C). Recasting the leptoquark CMS
search or ref. [87] based on 8TeV data exclude fourplet partner up to
Mu,c4 & 530GeV , (5.1)
at 95% CL. Note that, despite smaller efficiencies, the limit from this recast is stronger than
those derived from more dedicated searches at ATLAS, as the former are based on much
less luminosity. We also stress that adjusting the cuts on the µ+µ−jj channel in order
to optimize the sensitivity to first and second generation quark partners should result in
stronger bounds. The model-independent bounds are shown in figure 4, assuming the
resonances are only produced in pairs through QCD interactions.
5.2 Exclusion limits from single production
We now move to describe the exclusion limits on the fourplet partners from single produc-
tion in the partially and fully composite quark cases. We assume here also that the singlet
partners are decoupled. The relevant parameters in this case are the fourplet masses and
the corresponding level of right-handed quark compositeness yu,cR in the partially composite
case, or the coefficient of the flavor dependent dµ-term c
u,c
1 which specifies the coupling of
the SM composite light quarks to the fourplet partners in the fully composite case. In order
to illustrate the relative impact of the searches we focus here on a benchmark point with
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Figure 4. Model Independent predictions for WWjj cross sections through QCD pair production
of −1/3 and 5/3 charge partners of the composite right-handed up and charm quarks. The solid
black (red) line stands for the 7TeV (8TeV) cross section. They are the same for the first two
generations and in both partially and fully quark scenarios. The dashed black line represents the
strongest 95% CL exclusion limit available on this channel coming from recasting the leptoquark
CMS search or ref. [87] based on 8TeV data, while the dashed red line corresponds to the 95% CL
exclusion limit from the ATLAS search of ref. [81] based on 7TeV data.
yxR = 1 and c
x
1 = 1. We discuss the implications of varying these parameters in the follow-
ing subsection, in which we combine all existing bounds in order to derive the strongest
available direct constraints as functions of the fundamental parameters Mx4 and y
x
R or c
x
1 .
We only show in this part the strongest exclusion limits on the model parameters
obtained by the ATLAS and CMS collaborations. We refer the dedicated reader to ap-
pendix C for a detailed presentation of all exclusion limits obtained from the direct searches
considered in section 4. As the relevant analyses from ATLAS and CMS are quite different
and subject to different type of systematics we summarize them separately.
5.2.1 ATLAS bounds from 7 TeV data
We first consider bounds from ATLAS analyses at the 7TeV LHC [80, 81]. The strongest
bound arises from Wjj final states analysed in ref. [80]. Figure 5 shows that fourplet up
partners are excluded up to
Mu4 & 1.4TeV (5.2)
at 95 % CL in partially composite models with yuR = 1. The Zjj cross section measure-
ment also constrains the existence of up partners. However, since Wjj final states receive
contributions from both Xu5/3 and D partners, larger cross sections are expected relative
to the Zjj channel which receives contributions from Up production only. Moreover, as
the current experimental limits on Wjj and Zjj final states are comparable, the bound
on the fourplet mass is dominated by the Wjj channel. The Wjj channel is also the most
sensitive probe of second generation partners through single production of S and Xc5/3.
The resulting bound on the fourplet mass is
M c4 & 420GeV (5.3)
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Figure 5. Predictions for Wjj cross sections as a function of the fourplet partner mass Mx4 ,
x = u, c, in the partially (left) and fully (right) composite right-handed for two generation quarks.
The solid black (red) lines denote the cross section from D and Xu
5/3 (S and X
c
5/3) single production,
while the dashed curve is the 95% CL exclusion limit from the ATLAS search of ref. [80] at the
7TeV LHC run.
at 95% CL. The cross section for single Cp production are just below present limits in the
Zjj channel for ycR = 1 (see figure 12 in the appendix). Besides, there is no limit from
the ZZjj channel sensitive to double production of Cp. Hence, ATLAS is most likely not
directly probing the existence of this state.
For fully composite right-handed up and charm quarks the strongest bounds on the
partners also come from the Wjj channel. For cu1 = 1, the ATLAS limit on the Wjj cross
section excludes at 95% CL the presence of light first generation fourplet partners up to
Mu4 & 2TeV , (5.4)
while second generation partners as light as
M c4 & 950GeV , (5.5)
are allowed at 95% CL.
5.2.2 CMS bounds from 8 TeV data
The CMSW/Z-tagged and dijet measurement of ref. [82] yield the most stringent constraint
on our scenario. Single production of both −1/3 and 5/3 charge partners modifies theWjj
cross section, whereas Zjj final states are produced only through single production of 2/3
states, leading to weaker constraints.
In the partially composite case, the measured Wjj cross section constrains the mass
of the first generation fourplet partner to
Mu4 & 1.7TeV , (5.6)
at 95% CL for yuR = 1, which is the strongest bound obtained from current existing searches
in this scenario. The corresponding bound from the Zjj cross section is Mu4 & 1.4TeV at
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Figure 6. Predictions for Wjj cross sections as a function of the fourplet partner mass Mx4 ,
x = u, c, in the partially (left) and fully (right) composite right-handed for two generation quarks.
The solid black (red) denote the cross section from D and Xu
5/3 (S and X
c
5/3) single production,
while the dashed curve is the 95% CL exclusion limit from the CMS W/Z-tagged dijet search of
ref. [82] at the 8TeV LHC run.
95% CL, which is stronger than the ATLAS bound from 7TeV data in the Zjj channel.
For ycR = 1, the existence of a light fourplet partner of a partially composite right-handed
charm quark is not probed by the W/Z-tagged dijet analysis, due to cross sections signif-
icantly smaller than the present experimental sensitivity. The Wjj cross section and the
corresponding experimental limits are shown in figure 6.
In fully composite scenarios with cu1 = c
c
1 = 1, the corresponding 95% CL bounds are
Mu4 & 3.9TeV , (5.7)
and
M c4 & 1.3TeV , (5.8)
for first and second generation partners, respectively. Note that resonances are no longer
narrow for cx1 = 1, with width over mass ratios exceeding 30% for resonances above 2.3TeV.
Hence, these bounds are to be taken with a grain of salt as the search efficiency may be
significantly reduced in this case. They are nonetheless informative and illustrate the
constraining power of the W/Z-tagged dijet search relative to the other final states.
In conclusions of this part, we find that current constraints on the fourplet partners
of the first two generation quarks are dominated by Wjj searches for single production
signals (though Zjj searches are not far behind) and the leptoquark search in WWjj final
state for pair production signals. Note that, despite the larger cross sections, bounds from
8TeV data are only slightly more stringent than those from 7TeV data. Besides the larger
integrated luminosity at the 8TeV LHC run, this results from the absence of forward jet
requirement in the CMS W/Z-tagged dijet analysis. Indeed, as a forward jet is almost
always radiated in single production of heavy-quark partners the sensitivity of the W/Z-
tagged dijet search is significantly reduced relative to 7TeV searches. Note also that the
presence of a light charge 2/3 charm partner Cp is not directly constrained by any existing
searches for ycR = 1 or c
c
1 = 1, because the experimental sensitivity to singly produced Cp is
currently too small and there is no available pair production analysis of ZZjj final state.
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5.3 Summary: combined limits on non-degenerate light partners
In this part we combine the bounds from all existing searches in order to derive the strongest
limits on light fermionic partners of partially and fully composite right-handed up and
charm quarks. In the analysis presented below we also show the impact on varying the
model parameters yxR and c
x
1 , which were kept fixed in section 5.2.
We first derive the combined 95% CL exclusion limit for each generation separately.
In order to perform this combination we build a simple χ2 function as
χ2 =
∑
i
σ(Mx4 )
2
i
∆(Mx4 )
2
i
, (5.9)
for x = u or c, where the i index runs over the Tevatron and LHC searches listed in
section 4.1. σ(Mx4 )i is the cross section in the channel i predicted from the existence of a
light fourplet partner of mass Mx4 , while the standard deviation ∆(M
x
4 )i is obtained from
the observed 95% CL exclusion limit σ(M4)
95%CL
i assuming a Gaussian error with zero
mean, i.e. ∆(M4)i ≡ σ(M4)95%CLi /1.96. Figure 7 shows the combined 95% CL exclusion
contours in the yR−M4 and c1−M4 planes for the partially and fully composite scenarios,
respectively, resulting from a χ2 analysis based on eq. (5.9). In the partially composite
case the combined 95% CL bounds for yxR = 1 are
Mu4 & 1.8TeV , (5.10)
and
M c4 & 610GeV , (5.11)
for up and charm partners, respectively. Corresponding bounds in the fully composite
scenario are
Mu4 & 3.9TeV , (5.12)
and
M c4 & 1.3TeV , (5.13)
for up and charm partners, respectively.
Reference [37] reported stringent bounds on the right-handed charm (and top) partners
in cases where both strong dynamics mass parameters and right-handed mixings are flavor
universal. These strong bounds are dominantly driven by the first generation partners
whose production cross sections at hadron colliders are sustained by relatively large up-
quark PDFs. We derive here the bound on right-handed up and charm fourplet partners
in a more general setup where the flavor universality assumption is dropped. This can be
done in splitting either the mixing parameters, the strong dynamics masses or both. For
simplicity we only consider below the former two cases. A careful study of the most general
case where both mixings and masses are flavor non-universal, albeit interesting on its own,
would require a rather involved statistical analysis which is far beyond the scope of this
work. Hence, we first assume the multiplets from the strong dynamics are not degenerate,
Mu4 6= M c4 , but the mixing parameters are still universal, yuR = ycR or cu1 = cc1. We then
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Figure 7. Combined 95% CL exclusion limits in the parameter space of partially (left) and fully
(right) composite up and charm quark singlets. Mx4 , x = u, c, are the masses of the fourplet reso-
nances mixing with the SM up and charm right-handed quarks. yxR (c
x
1) are the mixing parameters
in the partially (fully) composite case. Limits are derived using a χ2 analysis based on eq. (5.9).
The solid black (red) line corresponds to the combined 95 % CL exclusion limit for the up (charm)
fourplet partner. The green line is the model-independent exclusion limit at 95% CL from QCD
pair production. Shaded regions are excluded. The width to mass ratio of the resonances exceeds
30% above the dashed blue line.
focus on the other limit where the multiplet are degenerate but the mixing parameters can
differ from each other.
In order to analyse the case where mixing parameters are degenerate, we build a χ2
function as
χ2 =
∑
i
[
σ(Mu4 )
2
i
∆(Mu4 )
2
i
+
σ(M c4)
2
i
∆(M c4)
2
i
]
, (5.14)
where the sum goes over all experimental searches. We explicitly neglect in eq. (5.14)
possible correlations between the up and charm resonance contributions. We motivate this
choice as follows. Figure 7 shows that, when taken individually, up partners are much more
severely constrained than charm partners, assuming equal mixing parameters. Therefore,
the χ2 of eq. (5.14) is minimal generically when the up and charm partner resonances are
well separated, |Mu4 −M c4 | ≫ Γ, so that their respective signals can be added incoherently.
Figure 8 shows the bounds resulting from a χ2 analysis based on eq. (5.14) for the partially
and fully composite quark scenarios. Note that, in particular, up partner masses as high as
1.3TeV, 1.8TeV and 3.0TeV are excluded at the 95% CL for yR = 0.5, 1 and 2, respectively,
in the partially composite case, and so regardless of the charm partner mass. Similarly,
for fully composite quarks, up partner masses below 530GeV, 3.1TeV and 3.6TeV are
excluded at the 95% CL for c1 = 0.1, 0.3 and 0.6, respectively, for any charm partner mass.
In a limit where the resonances are degenerate, Mu4 = M
c
4 ≡ M4 but the mixing
parameters are different, we use in place of eq. (5.14) the χ2 function
χ2 =
∑
i
[σ(Mu4 )i + σ(M
c
4)i]
2
∆(M4)2i
, (5.15)
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Figure 8. Combined bound on fourplet partners in the Mu4 −M c4 plane assuming universal mixing
parameters for the first two generation quarks. The solid black lines denote the 95% CL combined
bound for various values of yuR = y
c
R = yR in the partially composite scenario (left) and of c
u
1 =
cc1 = c1 in the fully composite scenatio (right). Shaded regions on the left and below the yR or c1
contours are excluded.
in order to properly account for correlations among the up and charm partner signals. Fig-
ure 9 shows the bounds in the yuR−ycR and cu1−cc1 planes for various values ofM4 in partially
and fully composite scenarios, respectively, resulting from a χ2 analysis based on eq. (5.15).
In the partially composite case the combined 95% CL bounds for M4 = 600GeV are
yuR . 0.3 , (5.16)
and
ycR . 1 , (5.17)
for up and charm partners, respectively. Corresponding bounds in the fully composite
scenario are
cu1 . 0.2 , (5.18)
and
cc1 . 0.6 , (5.19)
for up and charm partners, respectively.
5.4 Implications of additional light SO(4) singlet partners
We presented above constraints on the fourplet partners in the limit where singlet states
were decoupled from the low-energy theory, Mx1 → ∞. We comment here on the implica-
tions of having a light singlet close in mass to the fourplet states, Mx1 ∼ Mx4 . Although
these states are not currently directly probed at the LHC, their existence may still affect
production and decay of fourplet states in adequate regions of parameter space. For il-
lustration we only focus on describing how the existence of an additional singlet partner
of the right-handed up quark modifies the fourplet bounds derived previously. Similar
considerations apply to charm partners as well. In order to allow transparent compar-
isons with above results we set f = 600GeV. We also consider for simplicity c = 0 in the
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Figure 9. Combined bounds on fourplet partners in the yuR−ycR (left) and cu1−cc1 (right) planes for
the partially and fully composite quark scenarios, respectively. Lines denote the 95% CL bounds
for universal mass parameters, Mu4 = M
c
4 = M4 in units of GeV. Regions above and on the right
of the lines are excluded. We denote in dashed blue the region of parameters where at least one
resonance width exceeds 30% of its mass.
partially composite case (A detailed study of the impact of c 6= 0 is beyond the scope of
this analysis).
Fourplet bounds are modified through two main effects, which tend to reduce the EW
gauge bosons plus jets signals:
• X5/3, D, and Up states may have reduced branching ratios into uR and an EW gauge
boson. Indeed, for sufficiently small Mx1 , X5/3, D, and Up can now also decay into
the singlet resonance and an EW gauge boson, with the singlet decaying further into
a Higgs boson and a jet. This cascade decay leads to different final states which
escape searches used in order to bound the fourplet parameters, thus weakening
the associated constraints. This effect is common to partially and fully composite
scenarios.
• In partially composite models, single production cross sections of X5/3, D and Up
are also reduced in the presence of light singlets. In this case uR mixes with a linear
combination of the fourplet state Um and the singlet U˜ . Since only Um couples to
the custodial triplet X5/3, D and Up, the coupling of the SM up quark to fourplet
states and EW gauge boson is reduced, relative to the limit where the singlet is
decoupled. This effect is absent in fully composite models as there is no large mass
mixing between uR and the singlet resonance.
Figure 10 shows the quantitative impact of the effects discussed above on 95% CL
exclusion limit in the yuR − Mu4 and cu1 − Mu4 planes as a function of Mu1 , for partially
and fully composite uR. In partially composite models the presence of a light singlet can
significantly relax the bound on the fourplet state. For instance, for yuR = 1, the 95% CL
bound on the fourplet mass from single production channels goes from Mu4 & 1.8TeV
for Mu1 → ∞ down to Mu4 & 600GeV for Mu1 = 200GeV. It also appears that the
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Figure 10. Bounds on right-handed up quark fourplet partners in the presence of an additional
light singlet partner. We set f = 600GeV. (Left) 95% CL bounds in the yuR − Mu4 plane for
different values of Mu1 and c = 0 in partially composite models. Solid lines include both the
reduced production cross section of fourplet states and reduced branching due to cascade decays,
while dashed lines assumes a 100% branching ratio of X5/3, D and Up into W/Z+jet. (Right) 95%
CL bounds in the cu1 −Mu4 plane for Mu1 = Mu4 /2 and different values of cuL/cu1 in fully composite
models. (cR = cL was assumed for simplicity.)
dominant effect in this case comes from the reduced production cross sections. In fully
composite models the presence of the extra singlet only reduces EW gauge bosons plus
jets signals through eventual cascade decays. The couplings relevant for these decays are
found in eq. (2.38). They depend on the parameters cL,R, while X5/3, D, and Up decays are
controlled by c1 (see eq. (2.35)). The ratio of branching ratios between these two channels
scales like c2L,R/c
2
1, so that constraints on the fourplet partner in fully composite models
are substantially relaxed when Mu1 . M
u
4 +mW/Z and cL/R ≫ c1, as shown on the right
panel of figure 10.
Several comments are in order. First of all, effects from the cascade decays are only
relevant in a small region of parameter space. For mU1 & M
u
4 +mW/Z , on-shell cascade
decay is kinematically forbidden and phase-space suppressed off-shell. For mU1 ≪ Mu4
the effects are also negligible. Indeed, in this regime, although cascade decays would be
kinematically allowed, the mass eigenstate U1 almost coincide with the singlet and thus
has a suppressed coupling to the custodial triplet states X5/3, D and Up. Cascade decays
therefore only play a role when mU1 . M4 + mW/Z . Note also that c 6= 0 in partially
composite models also affects production cross sections and decays of the fourplet states.
In particular, c < 0 (c > 0) enhances (further reduces) single production of fourplet
states. Finally, modifications due to the extra light singlet significantly depend on the
value of f in partially composite models. Implications of a change of the latter are however
straightforward to estimate as dominant effects are controlled by the M1/f ratio.
6 Conclusions
We studied the phenomenological implications of a large degree of compositeness for the
light generation quarks in composite Higgs models. We focused in particular on scenarios
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where the right-handed SM up-type quarks either have a sizable mixing with the strong
dynamics or are themselves pure composite states. This structure naturally arises for
example in models implementing the minimal flavor violation (MFV) hypothesis, in which
the degree of compositeness of the right-handed quarks is comparable and large for all
three generations. We also investigated the more general setup in which the strength
of the elementary-composite mixing of the right-handed quarks is independent for each
family. Among this class of models, the assumption of a large compositeness only for the
right-handed charm quark component and not for the first generation quarks leads to very
distinct phenomenological features which are more challenging to probe experimentally.
For definiteness we analyzed the minimal composite Higgs realizations based on the
symmetry structure SO(5)/SO(4). For our study we used a general low-energy parametriza-
tion of the strong sector dynamics which only includes the lightest fermionic degrees of
freedom directly connected to the up-type quarks. In particular we considered two light
multiplets of composite resonances which transform as a fourplet and as a singlet under
the unbroken SO(4) global symmetry. For our analyses we focused on models based on the
standard implementation of partial compositeness in which each SM fermion is associated
with a corresponding elementary component. In addition we also explored the alternative
setup in which the right-handed up-type quarks are totally composite states and arise as
chiral fermions from the strong dynamics. We found that the phenomenology of these
alternative models is in qualitative agreement with the one of the standard scenarios. At
the quantitative level, however, significant differences are present. In our analysis we can
distinguish two simplified frameworks in which only one composite multiplet is present,
namely the case with only a light fourplet and the one with only a light singlet. We then
derived the exclusion bounds on the masses of the resonances using the current LHC results.
In the setup with only a fourplet the spectrum of the resonances for each generation
is given by two nearly degenerate SU(2)L doublets and contain two charge 2/3 states,
Up,m, one state with charge −1/3, D, and an exotic quark with charge 5/3, X5/3. In cases
where only the first generation quarks are composite, we found that single production
typically yields the dominant constraint. In this case the strongest bounds come from
searches of the exotic state Xu5/3 and of the D partner. The production of these two
resonances contribute to the same final state through the process pp→ Dj+X5/3j →Wjj.
In partially composite quarks scenarios, the combination of the 7TeV and 8TeV LHC
results for this channel sets the tight bound mXu
5/3
= mD & 1.8TeV for the benchmark
configuration with a right-handed mixing yuR = 1 and f = 600GeV. Notice that y
u
R & 1 is
a necessary condition in models with three-generation universality due to the requirement
of reproducing the large top mass. For higher values of the mixing the bounds become
much stronger and reach values as high as mXu
5/3
= mD & 3TeV, for y
u
R & 2. Another
interesting channel is the production of one charge 2/3 state which afterwards decay in
the Z boson plus a jet: pp → U1j → Zjj. The 8TeV LHC data set a lower bound
on the Up mass mUp & 1.4TeV for the benchmark scenario with yR = 1. Finally, if
the compositeness is smaller, yuR . 0.25, the bounds from QCD pair production become
relevant. The 8TeV LHC data sets a model-independent lower bound mXu
5/3
= mD &
530GeV. The phenomenology of the fully composite light quarks scenario is very similar
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to that of partially composite light quarks. We have shown that for a coupling c1 = 1 single
production searches at the LHC have excluded the existence of partners for masses of almost
all the range considered, which extends up to 3.9TeV. The situation is fundamentally
different in models where only the second generation quarks are composite. We found
that the right-handed charm component can be relatively composite with their partners
being light. In this case the single production channels are suppressed with respect to
the case of first generation partners. From the combination of the 7 and 8TeV LHC
data analyses we obtain that the strongest exclusion limits on partially (fully) composite
charm with ycR = 1 (c
c
1 = 1) extend up to 610 (1300) GeV. Bounds from QCD pair
production are also relevant. As in the previous case the model-independent lower bound
is mXc
5/3
= mS & 530 GeV, irrespectively of the value of the couplings. In order to further
highlight the strong differences in the exclusion limits in the cases where only the first or
second generation partners are present, we have also shown the exclusion bounds when
partners of both generations are present at the same time in the spectrum. We showed the
exclusion limits in the coupling plane yuR − ycR (cu1 − cc1) for the partially (fully) composite
case, assuming the same mass for both generations, as well as the bounds in the mass plane
Mu4 −M c4 , assuming the same coupling for both generations.
In the other simplified scenario with only a light singlet, the spectrum of the resonances
contains only a charge 2/3 state. One peculiarity of this set-up is the fact that the composite
resonances are coupled with the light fermions only through couplings involving the Higgs
boson. This implies that it can be singly produced only in association with a Higgs boson
and that it almost always decays into a Higgs boson plus a jet. QCD pair production is the
dominant production mechanism and leads to the signal pp→ U˜ U˜ → hhjj, which is very
challenging at the LHC. The current experimental analyses did not focus on this channel,
thus there are currently no bounds on the mass of the resonance in this scenario.
The results in the simplified models with only one light composite multiplet motivated
an extension of our analysis to include a third scenario in which both a light fourplet and a
light singlet are present. We have seen that in the cases where M1 and M4 are of a similar
size the phenomenology of the model and thus the present exclusion limits are very similar
to the ones in the fourplet case, the main difference being a suppression of the relevant
couplings which slightly relaxes the bounds obtained in the simplified case with only a
light fourplet. With large mass splitting between the fourplet and the singlet or with new
terms switched on in the Lagrangian cascade decays will be allowed for certain values of
the model parameters, leading to weaker exclusion limits and the opening of new channels
yet to be explored.
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A SO(5)/SO(4) essentials
We define here notations used in the main text as well as collect some useful expressions
relative to the SO(5)/SO(4) coset. Most of our notation follows that of ref. [46].
The 10 generators of SO(5) in the fundamental representation are written as
(TαL )IJ = −
i
2
[
1
2
εαβγ
(
δβI δ
γ
J − δβJδγI
)
+
(
δαI δ
4
J − δαJ δ4I
)]
,
(TαR)IJ = −
i
2
[
1
2
εαβγ
(
δβI δ
γ
J − δβJδγI
)
− (δαI δ4J − δαJ δ4I)] , (A.1)
T iIJ = −
i√
2
(
δiIδ
5
J − δiJδ5I
)
, (A.2)
where I, J = 1, . . . , 5. The above basis is convenient because it explicitly isolates the 6
unbroken generators TαL,R (α = 1, 2, 3) of the SO(4) ≃ SU(2)L × SU(2)R subgroup from
the broken ones T i (i = 1, . . . , 4), associated with the coset SO(5)/SO(4). The generators
in eqs. (A.1) and (A.2) are normalized such that Tr[TATB] = δAB. It is convenient to
collectively denote TαL,R as T
a (a = 1, . . . , 6), where T 1,2,3 = T 1,2,3L and T
4,5,6 = T 1,2,3R . In
the basis of eq. (A.1), T a are bock-diagonal
T a =
(
ta 0
0 0
)
, (A.3)
where ta are the 6 SO(4) generators in the fundamental representation of SO(4).
The explicit form of the Goldstone matrix as a function of the Goldstone fields Πi is
Ugs = Ugs(Π) = exp
[
i
√
2
f
ΠiT
i
]
=

14×4 −
~Π~ΠT
Π2
(
1− cos Π
f
) ~Π
Π
sin
Π
f
−
~ΠT
Π
sin
Π
f
cos
Π
f
 , (A.4)
where ~Π ≡ (Π1,Π2,Π3,Π4)T and Π ≡
√
~Π · ~Π. In unitary gauge the Goldstone multiplet
reduces to
~Π =

0
0
0
h¯
 (A.5)
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with h¯ = v+h, which yields the expression in eq. (2.7) for the Ugs matrix. The components
of the CCWZ dµ and eµ ≡ eaµta symbols are
d iµ =
√
2
(
1
f
−
sin Πf
Π
) (~Π · ∇µ~Π)
Π2
Πi +
√
2
sin Πf
Π
∇µΠi ,
eaµ = −Aaµ + 4i sin2
(
Π
2f
) ~ΠT ta∇µ~Π
Π2
. (A.6)
∇µΠ is the derivative of the Goldstone fields Π “covariant” under the EW gauge group,
∇µΠi = ∂µΠi − iAaµ (ta)ij Πj , (A.7)
where Aaµ contains the elementary SM gauge fields written in an SO(5) notation that is
AaµT
a =
g√
2
W+µ
(
T 1L + iT
2
L
)
+
g√
2
W−µ
(
T 1L − iT 2L
)
+g (cwZµ + swAµ)T
3
L + g
′ (cwAµ − swZµ)T 3R , (A.8)
where sw and cw are respectively the sine and cosine of the weak mixing angle. Note that
the dµ and eµ symbols transform under the unbroken SO(4) symmetry as a fourplet and
an adjoint, respectively. In unitary gauge, the eµ symbol components reduce to
e1,2µ = − cos2
(
h¯
2f
)
gW 1,2µ , e
3
µ = − cos2
(
h¯
2f
)
gW 3µ − sin2
(
h¯
2f
)
g′Bµ , (A.9)
e4,5µ = − sin2
(
h¯
2f
)
gW 1,2µ , e
6
µ = − cos2
(
h¯
2f
)
g′Bµ − sin2
(
h¯
2f
)
gW 3µ , (A.10)
with W 1µ = (W
+
µ +W
−
µ )/
√
2, W 2µ = i(W
+
µ −W−µ )/
√
2, W 3µ = cwZµ + swAµ and Bµ =
cwAµ − swZµ, while the dµ components read
d1,2µ = − sin(h¯/f)
gW 1,2µ√
2
, d3µ = sin(h¯/f)
g′Bµ − gW 3µ√
2
, d4µ =
√
2
f
∂µh . (A.11)
B Couplings derivation in partially composite models
We derive here the couplings of the composite resonances to the SM states which are
relevant for analysing the partially composite models of section 2.1.
B.1 Mass spectrum
Consider the Lagrangian of eqs. (2.4), (2.5), (2.6) in the yL = 0 limit. Expanding the Higgs
field h¯ around its VEV v yields the following mass term for the charge-2/3 states
Lmass = −ψ¯uLMˆuψuR + h.c. , ψu = (u, Up, Um, U˜)T , (B.1)
where
Mˆu =

0 0 0 0
0 M4 0 0
yRf sin ǫ 0 M4 0
yRf cos ǫ 0 0 M1
 , ǫ = vf . (B.2)
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Mˆu is obtained from the mass matrix in eq. (2.10) by applying the Up,m = (U ±X2/3)/
√
2
rotation. Note that Up does not mix the other states in ψ
u as it belongs to a triplet of
the custodial symmetry preserved in the yL = 0 limit, while u, Um and U˜ are singlets.
Note also that Mˆu has a zero eigenvalue corresponding to the SM up quark which remains
massless in the yL = 0 limit. Mˆu is further diagonalized by a bi-unitary transformation
ψu ′L,R = U†L,RψuL,R , (B.3)
which yields a mass for Up ofM4, and the expressions for the masses of the Ul,h eigenstates
are given in eq. (2.16).
The UR elements characterizing the mixing between the massless SM up quark and its
heavy partners have the simple form
U11R = cosϕ4 cos ϕ˜1 , U31R = − sinϕ4 cos ϕ˜1 , U41R = − sin ϕ˜1 , (B.4)
where the mixing angles ϕ4 and ϕ˜1 are related to the fundamental parameters as
tanϕ4 =
yRf
M4
sin ǫ , and tan ϕ˜1 =
yRf
M1
cos ǫ cosϕ4 , (B.5)
respectively.
The UL components can be derived analytically as well, and we used the exact form
in our simulations, but the full expressions are rather lengthy for generic values of the
parameters. Yet, simple expressions are obtained in the limits in which one SO(4) multiplet
is much lighter than the other. For instance if the fourplet is lighter than the singlet one
just finds UL ≃ 1.
B.2 Higgs and EW gauge boson couplings
In the following, we derive the EW gauge boson and Higgs interactions with one SM quark
and one heavy partner quark which are relevant for the production and the decay of the
partner quarks. We refer to these interactions as “mixing” interactions. Note, that for
partially composite quarks, there are no mixing interactions present in the gauge basis.
These interactions are solely induced through the rotation into the mass basis as discussed
above. The couplings of the light and heavy quarks to photons and to the gluons do not
induce mixing interactions thanks to the U(1)em and to the SU(3)color gauge invariance.
Furthermore, the U(1)X charges of uL, uR and ψ are identical. Hence, the covariant
derivative terms with respect to the U(1)X do not induce mixing interactions when rotating
into the mass basis, but only “diagonal” couplings of the quark mass eigenstates to the
Z boson and the photon. Therefore, the only mixing interactions with gauge bosons arise
from the eµ and dµ terms in the Lagrangian of eq. (2.5), while the mixing interactions with
the Higgs arise from the dµ term and the Yukawa terms in eq. (2.6). The terms relevant
for mixing from the eµ-symbol interaction read
− Q¯/eQ = g
2
(
D¯ /W− + X¯5/3 /W
+
)
Up +
g
2
cos ǫ
(
D¯ /W− − X¯5/3 /W+ +
1
cw
U¯p /Z
)
Um + h.c..
(B.6)
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Further mixing interactions are induced by the d-term:
icQ¯i/d iU˜ + h.c. =
[
− i
√
2c
f
U¯mγ
µ (∂µh) U˜
− g√
2
c sin
h¯
f
(
1
cw
U¯p /ZU˜ + D¯ /W
−U˜ − X¯5/3 /W+U˜
)]
+ h.c.. (B.7)
The leading couplings to gauge bosons directly follow by setting the Higgs field h¯ to its
VEV v. The derivative coupling to the Higgs can be rewritten by performing a partial
integration on the action and using the equations of motion:
i/∂Um,L = yRf sin ǫuR +M4Um,R , (B.8)
i/∂U˜L = yRf cos ǫuR +M1U˜R , (B.9)
which yields
− i
√
2cU¯mγ
µ (∂µh) U˜
f
=
√
2ch
[
yR
(
cos ǫ U¯m,L − sin ǫ ¯˜UL
)
uR
+
M1 −M4
f
(
U¯m,LU˜R +
¯˜ULUm,R
)
+ h.c.
]
. (B.10)
The elementary-composite mixing terms also give rise to mixing interactions involving the
Higgs boson
L ⊃ −yRh cos ǫ U¯m,LuR + yRh sin ǫ ¯˜ULuR + h.c.. (B.11)
Collecting all mixing interactions from the e-term, d-term, and yR interactions, the
mixing Lagrangian in the gauge basis reads
Lmix =
∑
α=L,R
ψ¯dα /W
−GDα ψ
u
α+ X¯5/3α /W
+GXα ψ
u
α+ ψ¯
u
α /ZG
Z
αψ
u
α+
(
ψ¯uLhG
hψuR + h.c.
)
, (B.12)
with ψdL,R = (d,D)
T
L,R,
GDα =
g√
2
 δLα 0 0 0
0 1√
2
cos ǫ√
2
−c sin ǫ
 , (B.13)
GXα =
g√
2
(
0 1√
2
− cos ǫ√
2
c sin ǫ
)
, (B.14)
GZα =
g
2cw

δLα 0 0 0
0 0 cos ǫ −√2 c sin ǫ
0 cos ǫ 0 0
0 −√2 c sin ǫ 0 0
− 2g3 s2wcw · 1 , (B.15)
and
Gh =

0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0(√
2c− yR
)
cos ǫ 0 0
√
2c M1−M4f(
yR −
√
2c
)
sin ǫ 0
√
2c M1−M4f 0
 . (B.16)
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The universal part of eq. (B.15) arises from the coupling to the U(1)X gauge boson and
does not contribute to mixing interactions. The mixing couplings in the mass eigenbasis
are obtained from eq. (B.12) through the rotation in eq. (B.3). The couplings of the mixing
gauge interaction involving the right-handed SM up quark are given by
gWuX = −gWuD = −cwgZuUp =
g
2
cos ǫ sinϕ4 cos ϕ˜1 − c√
2
sin ǫ sin ϕ˜1 . (B.17)
The mixing interactions mediated by the Higgs take a simple form if one mupliplet is
much lighter than the other one. In the limit
√
M24 + y
2
Rf
2 sin2 ǫ ≪
√
M21 + y
2
Rf
2 cos2 ǫ,
one finds
λhuUl ≈ (yR −
√
2c) cos ǫ cosϕ4 cos ϕ˜1 −
√
2c
M1 −M4
f
cos ϕ˜1 sinϕ4 , (B.18)
and
λhuUh ≈ −(yR −
√
2c) sin ǫ cosϕ4 cos ϕ˜1 −
√
2c
M1 −M4
f
sin ϕ˜1 . (B.19)
The expressions for λhuUl and λhuUh in the limit of a singlet lighter than the fourplet are
obtained from the above ones through a l↔ h exchange.
C Predicted cross sections and exclusion limits
We present in this appendix the cross sections for the existing searches listed in section 4.1
as predicted in the partially and fully composite models for the first two generation quark
partners. Exclusion bounds on the partner masses are also derived. The strongest bounds
from each LHC collaboration are also shown in section 5, while the combination discussed
in section 5.3 is based on all the channels considered in the following. We only focus on
fourplet partners and take a simplifying limit where singlet partners are decoupled from
the low-energy effective theory. For illustration, we set f = 600GeV, as well as yxR = 1 for
the partially composite case and cx1 = 1 for the fully composite case.
C.1 Tevatron exclusion bounds
We first consider Tevatron searches [76–79] described in section 4.1. Tevatron experiments
suffer less important QCD backgrounds than ATLAS and CMS, and thus yield interesting
bounds on composite partners of the first two generations, despite a significantly smaller
center of mass energy relative to the LHC. Figure 11 shows the cross sections from right-
handed up quark partners for the various final states analysed at the Tevatron. The cross
section predicted by second generation partners are not shown as all of them, but QCD
pair production, are well below Tevatron limits for both partially and fully composite
charm scenarios.
Consider first singlet production channels. For first generation partners in the partially
composite case, D0 analysis of Zjj final states [77] excludes a Up partner lighter than
Mu4 ≃ 460GeV at 95% CL for yuR = 1. Singly produced D and Xu5/3 contribute to the
Wjj cross section. Since there are two degenerate states contributing to the cross section,
the D0 bound is stronger in the Wjj channel. We find in this case Mu4 & 680GeV at
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Figure 11. Cross sections for pair (left) and single (right) production of the fourplet partners of uSMR
leading to WWjj and Wjj, Zjj final states, respectively. We assumed f = 600GeV and yuR = 1
(cu1 = 1) for partially (fully) composite uR. BR(Up → uZ) =BR(D → uW ) =BR(Xu5/3 → uW ) =
1. 95% CL exclusion limits from the Tevatron analyses of refs. [76–79] are shown in black. Left
panel: QCD pair production cross section (green) includes both DD¯ and Xu
5/3X¯
u
5/3 contributions,
while DD¯, Xu
5/3X¯
u
5/3 and X
u
5/3D¯+DX¯
u
5/3 states contribute to EW pair production in the partially
(red) and fully (blue) composite cases. Right panel: solid (dashed) lines denote Wjj (Zjj) cross
sections from D and Xu
5/3 (Up) production in partially (red) and fully (blue) composite cases.
95% CL. Assuming cu1 = 1, corresponding 95% CL bounds in the fully composite case are
Mu4 & 600GeV from the Zjj channel and M
u
4 & 700GeV from the Wjj channel, which is
the high edge of the mass range covered by the experiment.
Up and charm partners can also be produced in pairs through QCD interactions with
the same cross section. However, since there is no search in ZZjj final states, a light Cp
state is not directly constrained at the Tevatron. The existence of a light fourplet partner
of the second generation can nevertheless be probed through strong pair production of S
and Xc5/3 states, since they contribute to the WWjj cross section measured by Tevatron
experiments. We find in this case M c4 & 390GeV at 95% CL from the CDF WWjj anal-
ysis [78]. Thanks to the universality of QCD interactions, the same bound also applies to
first generation partners,Mu4 & 390GeV. In contrast with single production channels, these
bounds are model-independent. They are the same in both partially and fully composite
models and in particular they do not depend on the values of f , yxR and c
x
1 .
C.2 ATLAS exclusion bounds from 7 TeV data
We detail now the bounds obtained from the ATLAS analyses [80, 81] searching for single
and pair production of first two generation partners which are described in section 4.
Exclusion limits at 95% C.L. from these two analyses are shown in figure 12, together with
cross section predictions for partially and fully composite up and charm quarks.
The strongest single production constraint arises from theWjj channel, which receives
contributions from production and decay of D and Xu5/3 states in the first generation case,
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Figure 12. Cross sections for pair (top) and single (bottom) production of the fourplet partners
of partially (left) and fully (right) uSMR and c
SM
R , leading to WWjj, Wjj and Zjj final states.
We assumed f = 600GeV and yuR = 1 (c
u
1 = 1) for partially (fully) composite uR. The Wjj
channel includes both W+ and W− in the final state, while the W−jj channel only includes a
negatively charged W boson. BR(Up → uZ) =BR(D → uW ) =BR(Xu5/3 → uW ) = 1 and
BR(Cp → cZ) =BR(S → cW ) =BR(Xc5/3 → cW ) = 1. 95% CL exclusion limits from the ATLAS
analyses of refs. [80, 81] are shown in black. Top panels: QCD pair production cross section (green)
includes both DD¯ and Xu
5/3X¯
u
5/3 (SS¯ and X
c
5/3X¯
c
5/3) contributions for up (charm) quark partners.
DD¯, Xu
5/3X¯
u
5/3, X
u
5/3D¯+DX¯
u
5/3 and SS¯, X
c
5/3X¯
c
5/3, X
c
5/3S¯+SX¯
c
5/3 states contribute to the EW pair
production cross section of up (red) and charm (blue) partners, respectively. Bottom panels: solid
(dashed) lines correspond to Wjj (Zjj) cross sections from single production of D and Xu
5/3 (Up)
for first generation partners, and from single production of S and Xc
5/3 (Cp) for second generation
partners. Dotted lines denote analogous cross sections in the W−jj channel.
and S and Xc5/3 states in the second generation case. More specifically we find at 95%
CL Mu4 & 1.4TeV and M
c
4 & 420GeV for partially composite models with y
x
R = 1, while
fully composite models with cx1 = 1 yields M
u & 2.0TeV, M c & 950GeV. Note that, in
fully composite models with cx1 = 1 and masses larger than 2.3TeV, the partner width
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exceeds 30% of its mass, thus breaking the narrow width approximation which the ATLAS
analyses rely on.
Single production mechanisms strongly depend on the mixing parameters yR or c1,
but have a weak dependence on f . A yR and c1 independent bound can be obtained from
the WWjj channel assuming QCD pair production of the partners. This implies a lower
bound of Mu,c4 & 390GeV for partially and fully composite partners of up and charm
quarks. WWjj final states receives an additional contribution from pair produced X
u(c)
5/3
and D (S) through t-channel exchange of a W or Z boson (see figure 2b). However, as
shown in figure 12 the Mu,c4 bounds from EW pair production are much weaker than that
of the Wjj channel. More generally, for a fixed partner mass, the Wjj channel excludes
mixing parameters above a certain value. Under this constraint EW pair production is
found to be subdominant to QCD production. Thus, here we only use the WWjj channel
in order to determine a model independent bound on the fourplet masses Mu,c4 through
QCD pair production of the partners. Both EW and QCD pair production mechanisms
leading to WWjj final states are consistently added when we derive combined bounds in
section 5.3.
C.3 CMS exclusion bounds from 8 TeV data
We end with a presentation of exclusion limits and predicted cross sections from partially
and fully composite models for the 8TeV analyses described in section 4: the CMS W/Z-
tagged dijet analysis [82] and the recast of the CMS leptoquark search [87].
The resulting 95% CL limits obtained from these analysis are shown in figure 13 for
partially and fully composite scenarios. The constraints from the qW and qZ searches are
taken from ref. [82], while the CMS leptoquark search recast is detailed in appendix D. As
for the ATLAS searches, the dominant single production constraints arise from the Wjj
channel which yields, in partially composite models with yxR = 1, M
u
4 & 1.5TeV, while
the second generation partners are not bounded. For fully composite models with c1 = 1,
up-quark partners are excluded up to Mu4 & 3.9TeV, while the charm-quark partner mass
is M c4 & 1.3TeV. The model independent bound obtained assuming QCD pair production
is M
u/c
4 & 530GeV.
D Leptoquark search recast
We describe here the recast of the leptoquark search [87] discussed in section 4.1. We
focus on the channel with two oppositely charged muons and at least two jets in the final
state. All details regarding event selection are found in the CMS report [87], and we limit
ourselves to the criterions which are relevant to the recast. The CMS analysis starts with
the usual lepton isolation and minimum pT requirements. For muons
|ηµ| < 2.1 and pµT > 45GeV (D.1)
are imposed. The muon isolation is performed through requiring that the sum of the
transverse momenta within ∆R < 0.3 around the muon track (excluding the muon itself)
divided by the muon transverse momenta is < 0.1. Jets are reconstructed using the anti-
kT algorithm [95] with a cone size of R = 0.5. The isolation and minimum transverse
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Figure 13. Cross sections for pair (top) and single (bottom) production of the fourplet partners
of partially (left) and fully (right) uSMR and c
SM
R , leading to WWjj, Wjj and Zjj final states. We
assumed f = 600GeV and yuR = 1 (c
u
1 = 1) for partially (fully) composite uR. The Wjj channel
includes bothW+ andW− in the final state. BR(Up → uZ) =BR(D → uW ) =BR(Xu5/3 → uW ) =
1 and BR(Cp → cZ) =BR(S → cW ) =BR(Xc5/3 → cW ) = 1. 95% CL exclusion limits from the
CMS analyses of refs. [82, 87] are shown in black. Top panels: QCD pair production cross section
(green) includes both DD¯ and Xu
5/3X¯
u
5/3 (SS¯ and X
c
5/3X¯
c
5/3) contributions for up (charm) quark
partners. DD¯, Xu
5/3X¯
u
5/3, X
u
5/3D¯+DX¯
u
5/3 and SS¯, X
c
5/3X¯
c
5/3, X
c
5/3S¯ + SX¯
c
5/3 states contribute to
the EW pair production cross section of up (red) and charm (blue) partners, respectively. Bottom
panels: solid (dashed) lines correspond to Wjj (Zjj) cross sections from single production of D
and Xu
5/3 (Up) for first generation partners, and from single production of S and X
c
5/3 (Cp) for
second generation partners.
momentum cuts for the jets are
|ηj | < 2.4 , pjLeadT > 125GeV , pjSubT > 45GeV and ∆Rµj > 0.3 , (D.2)
where jLead and jSub denote the jet of highest and next to highest pT , respectively. Finally,
ST = p
µ1
T + p
µ2
T + p
j1
T + p
j2
T is required to be larger than 300GeV and the invariant mass of
the dimuon pair must satisfy Mµµ > 50GeV.
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After the preselection cuts, the cuts on ST , Mµµ and M
min
µj , where the latter is defined
as the smallest of the two muon-jet invariant masses which minimize the two muon-jet
invariant mass difference, are optimized for the leptoquark signal. The purpose of these
cuts is to increase the signal to background ratio. See ref. [87] for further details. For the
recast we only consider leptoquark masses of 500 and 900GeV, which are the only cases
fully described in ref. [87]. Cuts corresponding to the 500GeV case are
ST > 685GeV, Mµµ > 150GeV and M
min
µj > 155GeV , (D.3)
while for the 900GeV case they are
ST > 1135GeV, Mµµ > 230GeV and M
min
µj > 535GeV . (D.4)
In addition, we also define a set of cuts in order to suppress the dominant Z∗γ+jets
background in the low mass region of the analysis and thus enhance the sensitivity to
heavy quark partners of composite up and charm quarks. These cuts correspond to the
preselection level cuts together with Mµµ > 145GeV, where the value of the latter is
found to maximize the sensitivity to the partners. We refer to these cuts as “custom
preselection” cuts.
We simulate the heavy quark partner signals using FeynRules [83], MadGraph5 [84],
PYTHIA [88] and PGS 4 [89]. We also simulate the scalar leptoquark signals using the
same set of tools. We then use the latter in order to tune our detector efficiencies so that
they match the CMS ones for the leptoquark signals. In doing so we simulate signals for
different leptoquark masses, assuming their corresponding levels of cuts. We already find a
very good overall agreement between our efficiencies and those of CMS prior to any tuning
of our simulation, and we apply “tuning factors” ranging from 0.9 to 1.0 only.
We use the different distributions for background and signal events that CMS made
available in ref. [87] in order to extract the bounds on the composite partners. These are
the ST and M
min
µj distributions for cuts corresponding to a leptoquark mass of 500GeV
and 900GeV. Distributions in ST , M
min
µj and Mµµ are also shown in ref. [87] at the pre-
selection cut level. However, the Z∗γ+jets background is still overwhelming at this level.
We therefore use a Mµµ distribution obtained after applying the “custom preselection” cut
level defined above. Then, for each of the above distributions and for each heavy partner
mass MQ, we build a binned log-likelihood function based on the bin content of the con-
sidered distribution. Assuming observed events in each bin are Poisson distributed and no
correlation among different bins the function reads
− 2 lnL(MQ, µs) ≡ Min
ξj
[
2
n∑
i=1
(
N iB +N
i
S −N id +N id log
N id
N iB +N
i
S
)
+
∑
j=s,b
(
ξj
σj
)2 ]
,
(D.5)
where i = 1, . . . , n runs over the various bins of the distribution,
N iB = N
i
b (1 + ξb) , N
i
S = µsN
i
s (1 + ξs) , (D.6)
and µs rescales the heavy partner signal. It is used in order to derive exclusion bounds
on the signal cross section for a given MQ. N
i
d, N
i
b and N
i
s are respectively the numbers
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Figure 14. Mµµ distributions for µ
+µ−+ ≥ 2jets events. The SM background as estimated by the
CMS collaboration is shown in red, together with the CMS data points in black. The signal from
QCD pair produced 500GeV partners is shown in green, together with the CMS simulated signal
of a 500 scalar leptoquark in blue. Custom preselection cuts are applied. The scalar leptoquark
signal is normalized to the total expected number of events in the composite partner case for a
more transparent comparison.
Figure 15. Mminµj distributions for µ
+µ−+ ≥ 2jets events. The SM background as estimated by
the CMS collaboration is shown in red, together with the CMS data points in black. The signal
from QCD pair produced 500GeV partners is shown in green, together with the CMS simulated
signal of a 500 scalar leptoquark in blue. 500GeV-like cuts are applied. The scalar leptoquark
signal is normalized to the total expected number of events in the composite partner case for a
more transparent comparison.
of observed, expected SM background and heavy partner signal events in the bin i, while
N iB and N
i
S are the corresponding numbers of background and signal events including
systematic uncertainties. We introduced in eq. (D.5) the pull parameters ξs,b in order to
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Figure 16. ST distribution distributions for µ
+µ−+ ≥ 2jets events. The SM background as
estimated by the CMS collaboration is shown in red, together with the CMS data points in black.
The signal from QCD pair produced 500GeV partners is shown in green, together with the CMS
simulated signal of a 500 scalar leptoquark in blue. 500GeV-like cuts are applied. The scalar
leptoquark signal is normalized to the total expected number of events in the composite partner
case for a more transparent comparison.
account for systematic uncertainties in a simplified manner, as described in ref. [96, 97].
ξb accounts for the systematic uncertainty of the background with a standard deviation
σb = 0.05 [87], while ξs accounts for the systematic uncertainty originating from the signal
computation with a standard deviation σs = 0.05.
Final exclusion bounds are still dominated by statistics and we explicitly checked that
our limits only mildly change when varying the pull values. χ2 functions are associated
to the log-likelyhood functions of eq. (D.5) through the standard relation χ2(MQ, µs) =
−2 logL(MQ, µs).
We apply the following procedure in order to extract the 95% CL limits on the heavy
partner mass. For each distribution and mass MQ we first solve for the µs value which
minimizes the associated χ2 function, or equivalently maximizes the likelihood function.
We then define µˆs as the value of µs which saturates the inequality
δχ2(MQ, µs) ≡ χ2(MQ, µs)− χ2min(MQ) ≥ 3.84 , (D.7)
where χ2min is the minimal χ
2 value. Cross sections larger than µˆs times the assumed
initial one are excluded at 95% CL. We repeat the above minimization procedure for each
distribution described above. We then choose for each MQ the strongest bound as the net
95% CL limit. The strongest bound is obtained from the Mµµ distribution with “custom
preselection” (see figure 14) for MQ = 300, the M
min
µj distribution with 500GeV cuts
(figure 15) for 400 and 500GeV partners, the Mminµj distribution with 900GeV cuts for 1.1
and 1.2TeV masses, and the ST distribution with 500GeV cuts (figure 16) for all other
masses. The 95% CL exclusion limits obtained from this analysis are shown in figure 13.
For illustration, we also plot in figures 14, 15 and 16 the 500GeV leptoquark signal as
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simulated by CMS, but normalized to the total rate of the composite partner signal for
MQ = 500GeV for a transparent comparison.
As a check this same binned log-likelihood analysis was applied to 500 GeV scalar lep-
toquarks simulated by CMS with the 500GeV cuts, i.e. using the information of figures 15
and 16. The obtained exclusion limits were compatible with the resulting 95% CL limit
obtained by CMS.
Note that the exclusion limits obtained from the recast are weaker than those obtained
from a simple rescaling of the CMS exclusion limits shown in figure 8 of ref. [87] by the W
branching ratio to quarks. The reason is two-fold. First of all, although the applied cuts
are also suitable for composite heavy quark partners, they are optimized to enhance scalar
leptoquark signals. This results in larger acceptances for leptoquarks than for composite
partners. Then, the distributions used to extract the 95% CL limits are also more suited
for scalar leptoquarks than for quark partners. This is seen in figures 14, 15 and 16, where
composite quark signals are peaking slightly more towards the background than scalar
leptoquark ones, thus weakening the exclusion limits.
E Pair production from cut-off physics
As we discussed in section 4.2, the strongly coupled UV dynamics can give rise to four-
fermion contact interactions among the composite resonances. In addition to the dijet
signals analyzed in the main text, these high-order operators can also contribute to heavy
resonances single and pair production. Although it is easy to check that the new contribu-
tions to single production processes are always negligible, the situation for pair production
is by far less obvious. The aim of this appendix is to clarify this issue by comparing the pair
production due to four-fermion operators with the QCD one, which is the dominant pro-
duction mode for the mass window currently probed by the experiments (see section 5.1).
Notice that the contributions coming from the contact operators could be enhanced
in the channels in which the up-quark PDF, larger than the gluonic one, can compensate
the intrinsic suppression of the higher-order operators due to the heavy scale at which
they are generated and the powers of the mixing angles originating from the mixing with
the elementary states. In spite of this effect, we find that, in the relevant mass region,
the contribution from the contact operators is generally subdominant. Only in some very
specific cases, as we will point out at the end of this appendix, these new effects could
become relevant.
As we discussed in the main text, the existing experimental searches only probe con-
figurations in which the resonance spectrum contains a light fourplet. For this reason in
the following we will only focus on the cases in which the fourplet Q is light enough to be
present in the low energy effective theory.
To start with, we consider the scenario in which the singlet U˜ is heavy so that it
is decoupled from the effective theory and its mixing with the elementary states can be
neglected. In this case the relevant four-fermion operator is
1
f2
[
(Q¯γµQ)
2
]
, (E.1)
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which, taking into account the mixing with the right-handed up-type quark, leads to op-
erators of the type
cQu
[
(Q¯RγµuR)
2
]
. (E.2)
We only show here the case of first family partners, but it is understood that an equivalent
operator appears in the case of second family partners. Notice that the operator in eq. (E.2)
induces pair production processes initiated by a uu state, thus its contribution is enhanced
by the large up quark PDF. Other four-fermion operators, such us (Q¯RγµuR)(u¯Rγ
µQR),
which can also be present in the Lagrangian, do not benefit from the double up quark PDF
enhancement, thus they lead to subdominant contributions.
The size of the coefficient of the four-fermion operator, cQu, is determined by the mixing
of the fourplet with the elementary up-type quark and by the compositeness scale f . In
the case of models with partially composite right-handed up-type quarks, the coefficient
can be estimated as cQu ≃ sin2 φ4/f2, with sinφ4 defined as in section 2.1:
sinφ4 =
yRf sin ǫ√
M24 + y
2
Rf
2 sin2 ǫ
. (E.3)
For a given value of M4, the size of the coefficient in front of the four-fermion operator
is bounded by the experimental limits summarized in the left panel of figure 7. The
contribution of the operator in eq. (E.2) to pair production at the 8TeV LHC is shown in
the left panel of figure 17 for the maximal allowed mixing and for the choice f = 600GeV.
The red line corresponds to the case of first family partners while the blue curve corresponds
to the case of second family partners. For comparison we also show in the same plot the
corresponding rate for QCD pair production of heavy partners (green line), as well as the
strongest limit on pair production (black curve) which comes from the recast of the CMS
leptoquark search (see section 5.1).
From the plot it can be clearly seen that the contribution coming from four-fermion
operators is subleading with respect to QCD pair production for light resonance masses, in
particular below or around the current experimental limitM4 . 530GeV. The four-fermion
operator contribution becomes comparable to QCD pair production only for heavier masses
(M4 ∼ 1TeV), which are well above the currently experimentally accessible region.
We now consider the case of models with fully composite right-handed up-type quarks.
In this scenario the coefficient of the four-fermion operators can be simply estimated as
cQu ∼ 1/f2. In this case the size of the contribution of four-fermion operators is limited
by the experimental bound on f that we have derived from the indirect dijet bound in
subsection 4.2. For the case of first family partners the bound is f > 2.8TeV and the
contribution of the four-fermion operators to pair production is shown by the red line in the
right panel of figure 17. For second family partners the bound is weakened to f > 300GeV,
however the related cross section enhancement is compensated by the reduction of the PDF
of the charm quark with respect to the one of the up quark. The contribution of second
family partners is shown by the blue line in the figure 17. As we can observe, in the case
of fully composite partners the maximal allowed value for the four-fermion contribution to
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Figure 17. QCD pair production of heavy partners (green line) compared with the maximal
contributions of the four-fermion operator in eq. (E.2) for first family partners (red line), and second
family partners (blue line) when only a light fourplet is present. The black curve corresponds to the
strongest limit on pair production which comes from the recast of the CMS leptoquark search [87]. In
the left (right) panel we show the case of partially (fully) composite partners. We use f = 600GeV
for the partially composite case, while for the fully composite case we use f = 2.8TeV (f = 300GeV)
for first (second) family partners.
pair production is still below QCD pair production in the region of masses probed by the
current searches, M4 . 530GeV.
We consider now the case in which a singlet partner is present in the low energy ef-
fective theory together with a fourplet. In this scenario, the estimate of the four-fermion
contributions for fully composite partners is similar to the one we discussed before. How-
ever, in the case of partially composite right-handed quarks, an additional operator of
the form
1
f2
[
(Q¯γµU˜)
2
]
, (E.4)
typically leads to a bigger contribution to pair production processes with respect to the
case where only a fourplet is present. In fact the operator in eq. (E.4) can generate a
contribution to the four-fermion interaction in eq. (E.2) whose size is determined by the
mixing angle of the elementary quark with the singlet state cQu = sin
2 φ1/f
2, which can
be much larger than the mixing with the fourplet.
By using the results of section 2.1, and restricting the analysis to the mass range
M1 & M4 on which we mainly focused in this paper, we find that
sinφ1 ∼ yRf cos ǫ√
M21 + y
2
Rf
2 cos2 ǫ
. (E.5)
If we set y
u/c
R to the maximal allowed value (see the left panel of figure 7), the estimate
of the contribution of the four-fermion operators to pair-production of fourplet states is
shown in figure 18 by the red (blue) line for first (second) family partners.
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Figure 18. Cross section for QCD pair production of heavy partners (green line) compared with
the maximal contributions of the four-fermion operator in eq. (E.2) mixing for first family partners
(red line), and second family partners (blue line). To derive the four-fermion contributions we
assumed that a fourplet and a singlet are present with equal mass M1 = M4. The black curve
corresponds to the strongest limit on pair production which comes from the recast of the CMS
leptoquark search [87]. We use the value f = 600GeV.
It can be seen that the estimate of the four-fermion contribution is similar to the
one we found for the fully composite framework in the scenario with first family partners
(right panel of figure 17). Also in the present case for first generation partners the new
contribution is subdominant with respect to QCD pair production for the mass range
probed by the current experimental data. For second generation resonances the four-
fermion processes are always negligible.
We conclude this appendix noting that in the scenarios in which the singlet is lighter
than the fourplet a plethora of possibilities opens. In this case the bound on the mixing with
the singlet could be much weaker for a combination of reasons: first of all the experimental
analysis leads to weaker bounds on y
u/c
R , moreover the smaller value of M1 allows for a
larger amount of compositeness at fixed value of y
u/c
R . The enhanced mixing can of course
lead to a stronger impact of the four-fermion operators in pair production processes and
can make this production mechanism dominant with respect to the usual QCD one. Notice
moreover that the presence of a singlet lighter than the fourplet can also lead to new cascade
decay channels making the extraction of the bounds on the resonance masses much more
involved. The detailed analysis of this generic case however is out of the scope of the
present paper.
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